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ABSTRACT 

Inherent to the life of the f a d y  are the inevitable challenges related to transitions 

in its normai development over time as well as to possible idiosyncratic stressors such as 

divorce, rPmamage, chronic illness, or domestic violence. Demands both interna1 and 

extemal to the M l y  c m  impede its ability to adapt to these various types of stress. A 

famiy's fdure to adapt will hinder i t .  hct ion  of numiring the growth of individual 

family members. The goal of the structural therapist is to join the fiimily in a thetapeutic 

system and to restructure it in such a way that famiiy membea wiIi be set k to try new, 

more hctional patterns of interacting. 

This practicum report reviews the theoreticai constnicts of structural M y  

therapy and descnbes the application of the mode1 in work with f d e s  in a practice 

setting. Common themes arising h m  this practice are considered. 
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

The objectives of this practicum were to work with families in accordance with 

the structurai famiy therapy model and to evaluate its effectiveness. This theoretical 

mode1 has been recognized for its suitability for training student therapists because of its 

''relative simplicity, concret en es^^ and directness" (Figley & Nelson, IWO, p. 226). It 

ateracted me for these rwisons as weil for the %isuai" quaiities of its constructs. My 

leamhg goals were to inmease my knowledge of the dynamics of various f d y  

compositions7 to understand how the chosen theoretical model cm produce hctional 

change in families, and to develop my clinical skius as an agent of change in the context 

of the family. 

This practicum report is divided into three parts. The Iitemture review in Part One 

provides a theoretical foundation. A bnef historical oveMew of structural f d y  therapy 

is followed by a discussion of the model's theoretical assumptions and goals, and more 

specifically, its theoretical constructs. The section dealing with structurai family therapy 

processes addresses assessrnent and intervention theory in generd terms, thereby setting 

the stage for Chapter Two which examines the model's appücability to families in various 

configurations and settings, and to specific presenting problems. Chapter Three serves to 

complete the literature review in examining empincal data h m  outcome studies in 

structural family therapy and it briefly summarlles various critiques of the model as found 

in the literanire. 

Part Two is given to the practicum itself It describes the parameters and logistics 

of practice followed by three case -dies and their evaluations. Part Three comprises a 

discussion of common themes which were uncovered through practice, analysis, and 

reflection on the practicum process, and concludes with a summary focusing on my 

experience in applying this theoretical model to practice. 



PART ONE: THE THEORETICAL MODEL 

Section One: Historieal Overview of Structural Famiiy Therapy 

Family therapy was developed in the second halfof the twentieth century. It 

provided therapists with a new way of understanding and addressing human problems 

which had previously been located in the individual and defined as psychopathology, 

having roots in early childhood experiences (Barker, 1992). With an increased interest in 

larger systems, particularly in the physical sciences, psychoanalytically trained 

psychiaîrists came to understand individual behaviour in the context of the larger social 

systems in their clients' environments, especidy their families. What evolved were new 

assumptions about human behaviour and human interaction, and within this evolution 

there emerged major schools of family therapy. 

Systems therapists flourished in the 1960's when community programs were 

generously h d e d  to address the psychosocial problems of the urban poor (Hofban, 

198 1). A major figure to emerge in the United States during this period was 

Salvador Minuchin, a native of Argentha, who together with a team of therapists and 

researchers, including Braulio Montaivo, his "most influentid teacher" (Minuchin, 

19744 p. vii), started a research project to shidy and work with families of delinquent 

boys at the Wiltwyck School for Boys in New York City. Minuchin's hovative approach 

presented an altemative to the limitations of treatment metbods of that t h e  for this 

particular population in that his therapeutic interventions recognized the innuence of the 

familial social context on an isolated problem. The resulting work was published as 

Fmnilies of the SZum (Miauchin, Guemey, Rosman, & Schummer, 1967). Minuchin was 



subsequentiy appointed director of the Pbiladelphia Child Guidailce Clinic, where he was 

given the opportunity to intervene widi working-class and middle-class families. Braulio 

Montalvo h m  Wiltwyck and iay Haley (1976) b r n  California helped in training the 

staff and contributed considerably to Minuchin's t h k h g  (Minuchin, 1974b). Also on his 

staff  were Lynn Hoffman (1 98 1), Harry Aponte (1 98 1). Lester Baker (1 979, and Ronald 

Liebrnan (1974). His theuries on how familes are organized developed into what was 

tenned the 'structural' school of family therapy, its classic form behg set out in Families 

m>d Family Theral~y (Minuchin, 1974b). Together with the introduction of these 

theoretical innovations in therapy, Minuchin advocated for innovations in practice such as 

the one-way observation screen aüowing colleagues to observe each other inoperaiion. 

Because the Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic was afliliated with the Children's 

Hospital of Philadelphia, a joint study of children with psychosomatic disorders and their 

families was facilitated (Barker, 1992), and led to the book Psychosomatic Families: 

Anoreria Nervosa in Conta? (Minuchin, Rosman, & Baker, 1978). In the 19803, 

Minuchin's views of the contemporary family and how they could be helped were 

described in Fmi ly  Kaleidoscope (Minuchin, 1984). The scope of stmcnual stnitegies for 

helping underorganized f d e s  has been broadened through the mobilization of 

extended family and social network resources (Aponte & Van Deusen, 1981). More 

recently, Minuchin has become interested in how the skills of systems therapists c m  be 

applied in larger institutions (Simon, 1996). The structural approach continues to be well 

regarded by family therapists, perhaps due to its clear and succinct theory. 

Section Two: Theoretid humptions 

Structural family therapy approaches human beings in their social conte* in the 

hm-and-now, and is based on changing the organization of the family. The theory 

underlying the therapy is based on the understanding that individual behaviour does not 

occur in a void, but rather in the individual's circum~fatltial reality. Thus, an identified 

problem is iocated both inside and outside the person, and the subsequent goal of the 



individual is to achieve both a sense of separateness as weii as belonging (Minuchin, 

1974a). Structural therapists, while focushg on the My-as-a-whole, address both the 

differentiation and integration of f d y  members (Melito, 1988) with the understanding 

that changes in context produce changes in the individual? and that tberapists, when 

workhg with the family, becorne a part of the context (Napoliello & Sweet, 1992). 

me Funetionai Furni& 

Minuchin provides a conceptuai schema of f d y  fiuictioning (Minuchin, 1974b). 

It is based on viewing the family as a system operating in specific social contexts and 

having three components: l )  the structure of the famiiy is that of an open sociocultural 

system in transformation; 2) the fiimily undergoes development, moving through a 

nurnber of stages that r equk  restnicturing; and 3) the family adapts to changed 

circumstances so as to maintain continuity and enhance the psychosocial growth of each 

member (Hansen & L'Abate, 1982). 

Subsysîems 

Minuchin (1974a) provides a h e w o r k  in which to set goals toward family 

reorgani;ration in describing his notion of what the ideal structure of the family should be. 

He beiieves that the f d y  is an evolving, hierarchical organizatioa responsible for the 

essential fimctions of support, numirance, and sociaiization of its members. The tasks 

associated with these fiinctions are carried out by the family's spousal, parental, and 

sibling subsystems according to d e s  or traasactiond patterns for interacting across and 

within subsystems (Fish & Piercy, 1987), and in the context of the h i l y ' s  place in a 

circular, self-generating, mode1 of family development which begins with biah, and 

continues into chüdhood, adolescence, leaving one's family of ongin, and coupling in 

order to continue the cycle into the next generation (Okun & Rappaport, 1980). 

R 
The spousal subsystem perfonns tasks that are essential to the famiy's 

fimctioning. This requires the couple to support each other through mutuai 



accommodation as well as complementarity in which each partner contributes to a m d  

interdependence in a symmetrical fashion (Minuchin, 1974). These tasks can nurture and 

support the characteristics of the O*, or they can trigger the negative characteristics of 

the other when one partner disqiialif?es the other by wanting to improve or save the other, 

or when one partner remains dependent on the other in order to protect the other's role of 

protector. The couple f'unctions well when their ''pattemeci transactions" are muhially 

supportive-for example, they must decide who will do wt, and how and when it wili be 

done (Okun & Rappaport, 1980). For the spouse subsystem to hc t ion  smoothly it 

requires protection nom interfèrence fiom other systems and subsystems by a boimdary 

which is neither too loose or too rigid. - 
With the addition of a child, the spouse subsystem makes a transition to a 

three-penon system which requires the parents/spouses to renegotiate and redefine their 

bctions as they relate to the rearing of children around issues of nurturance, guidance, 

and discipline. They must adjust to the addition of parent-child subsystems, while 

simultaneously protecting the spouse subsystem in order to prevent the chiid fiom behg 

drawn into spousal problems. 

The addition of the child also marks the establishment of a parent-child 

subsystem, which, in order to fimction effectively, is hierarchical. The parents are in a 

place of authority over their dependent children in the sense of leadership and protection. 

As the children age, the parenthg process changes in order to adapt to a new stage in the 

farnily life cycle. While numuing bctions predominate with the very young, guidance 

and control become equally important later on. During adolescence, the demands of the 

child and the parents may conflict a s  the adolescent negotiates new degms of autonorny. 

For parents to carry out their bctions of numire, guidance, and control, they 

requit the power to do so. It is a weak parental subsystem that m u t  resort to restrictive 



control which becomes excessive when it is ineffective. The parent-child subsystem 

must leam to negotiate with and accommodate to each other (Minuchia, 1974b). 

Minuchin describes the sibling subsystem as '%e first social laboratory in which 

cbildren can expriment with peer relationships"(Minuchin, 1974, p. 59). The sibling 

subsystem a h  requires a boundary to protect it h m  adult interference, albeit in 

accordance with the children's developmental stages. Children are entitied to privacy, to 

pumie their own interests, and to explore and develop new sMls. 

Structural considerations reach beyond the demarcation of familial subsystems to 

include extended family mernbers as well as externa1 systems affecthg individual family 

members such as the schwl system, social agencies, friends, and other therapists 

(Fishman, 1988). Stabalinng these extrafamilial players becomes a key component in an 

effective restructuring process. 

Therapeuîiic Goah 

When a family fails to restructure and fails to adapt to the stressors related to 

development, family dysfunction occurs. The assumption underlying the therapeutic 

process is that a symptom is the product of a dysfirnctional family system, that is, the 

f d y  is stuck in ngid transactional patterns, and that as the family's organization 

approaches "normal", the symptom will disappear ( H o m ,  198 1). With a normative 

model of a functional family in mind, the therapist goes about redesigning the 

organization of the famiiy to more closely approximate this ideal. 

The goal of resmicturing the family's organization is to support the family's ability 

to resolve the presenting problem and master relevant and essential tasks within family 

iife (Fish & Piercy, 1987). Through the pmcess, families as a whole, and their individual 

members, will acquire greater flexibility in accepting alternative rules of behaviour and 

more functional roles. 



Section Three: Theoretid Constrncts 

The arrangements that govern a flunily's transactions fonn the structure of the 

famiS.. While Minuchin's conceptuai fiamework owes much to systems theory, his 

language seems to derive fiom organization theory and role theory, using metaphors such 

as bomdary, mappiqg, tmaory, structure, and d e  (Hotnnan, 198 1). These theoretical 

constructs are representations of reaiity, or "verbal conveniences" for the therapist in 

their application in assessrnent (Nelson & Utesch, 1990, p. 23 3). Accordhg to Nelson and 

Utesch (1990), structural family therapy constructs cm be placed on a continuum h m  

concrete to abstract, where a concrete concept can be assessed with observational data 

and an abstract concept is assessed with inferences kom data. The authors suggest that 

concrete constnicts lend thernselves better to concise interventions, and abstract 

constructs a o r d  greater flexibility in defining the normal family and in designhg 

suitable interventions. The following descriptions of Minuchin's (1974b) structural 

family therapy constnicts are conceptualid in accordance with Nelson and Utesch's 

(1990) concrete/abstract continuum. 

Cohesion 

Olson, Russell, and Sprenkle (1979) refer to cohesion as the exnotional bonding 

within a family. Minuchin (l974b) descnbed the theoretical poles of the cohesion 

continuum, namely enmeshment and disengagement. Enmeshed families have W s e  

bouadaries, where one member's behaviour has an immediate effect on the others in the 

family. Disengaged families have rigid boundaries and require a high degree of stress in 

order for members to activate the f d y ' s  supportive systems. In these examples, degrees 

of cohesion describe quantitative differences. A family's place on the continuum can also 

describe processes within the system. For example, enmeshment and disengagement refer 

to a transactional style in keeping with a family's life cycle stage, the amount and kind of 

stress experienced, and family-0fi)ngin d e s  about diffizmnt issues (Nelson & Utesch, 

1990). Operations at the extremes would indicate possible problem areas (Minuchin, 



1974b). Nelson and Utesch (1990) suggest that cohesion is one of the more abstract 

stxucniral fiimily therapy constnicts, and not easily assessed through behavioural 

observation. 

Boundmy 

Bolmdaries correlate with famiy cohesion in that they d e h e  the d e s  and roles of 

the family and its subsystem. These subsystems include individuais, dyads such as 

husband-wife or parent-child, and those f o d  by genemtion, by sex, by interest, or by 

hc t ion  (Minuchin, 1974b). Each individual f d y  rnember belongs to various 

subsysterns each of which requires different SUS and levels of power in keeping with a 

particular relationship. Boundaries protect the differentiation of the subsystem by defining 

what hctions are carried out by whom. 

Clear boundaries allow subsystem members to cary out their functions without 

interference but d o w  for communication across subsystems. Rigid boundaries do not 

allow for this communication, thereby compromishg the protective functions of the 

family. Diffuse boundaries, at the opposite extree, result in confusion about which 

system an individual is a part of. 

Boundaries can also be defhed between individual f d e s  and their larger 

societal suprasystem. For example, a family with ngid boundaries has little contact with 

those outside of it, and may be threatened by outside associations. The permeability of 

boundaries indicates the type of cohesion in a family. Nelson and Utesch (1990) suggest 

that the concept of boundaries is fairy concrete and therefore more easiiy assessed h m  

behaviourai data than other structud concepts. 

PowerLHierarcky 

Power deals with the relative influence each family member has on behavioural 

outcornes in family processes. Kierarchy defines a fâmily's power structure, namely the 

executive subsystem which carries out parental hctions, and the sibling subsystem. A 

clear hierarchy hctions by consistent rules about who is in charge of what, and that 



parents are in charge of their children. The hierarchical boundaries are maintained by the 

carrying out of system-appropriate responsibilities and behaviom. Hierarchy is one of the 

more concrete constructs (Nelson & Utesch, 1990) and can be d y  assessed through 

observation of seating arrangements, and the process and content of conversation between 

family members. While hierarchy may be readily assessecl, the power dynamics within 

and between subsystems can be complex in nature and difficult to assess, particularly the 

transactions of power within a differentiated spousal subsystem. 

Rm*mi@ 

Proximity, or the degree to which fmdy members are close or separate fiom one 

another, refers to both physical and psychologicd dimensions. Be fore making 

judgements about the f d y ' s  functional level, the therapist should be aware that 

pro- is a nom and can, therefore, be culture-bound. Concem is primarily with the 

cornfort level of the family's proximity, rather than with the degree of proximity that is 

observed or reported. Nelson and Utesch (1990) suggest the following questions as 

examples: Which parent does the teenager sit more closely to? Where do the parents sit in 

relation to each other? Does a younger child sit on the lap of an older child? Do people 

turn away fiom each other when discussing certain issues? (p. 237). 

Alignmeni 

Alignment refers to the way in which subsystems relate to each other relative to 

other subsystems. Alignments comprise coalitions and alliances. A coalition or a 

collusion occurs when two or more members join together agakist another member or 

members to the exclusion of others. A coalition is more overt than a collusion and can be 

assessed through observation, for example when two family members discuss a third 

member while that third person is present. In a collusion, however, two family members 

would not openly admit their problem with the third member in the session, but would 

taik about it in private later on. A collusion is, therefore, less concrete than a coalition 

and might not &est itself in the session. 



An aüiance or an nfnlintioa refers to an a i i p e n t  between two Evniy members 

in order to provide emotional andor physical support, and is marked by a boundary 

(Nelson & Utesch, 1 WO), not necessarily to the exclusion of others. While alliances and 

affiliirtions have identicai hctions, they are distinct in their communication. Alliances 

are typically more easily observeci in the session through gestures such as, touching, eye 

contact, afEection, and conversation. Affiliations are more likely to be describeci vehaliy 

by family members during the session. 

Triangulatiort 

Bowen (1978) describes triangulation as a coalition which involves a third person 

in order to give the system stability. A pattern whereby the same person is 

consistently pulled in is dysfiuictional. For instance, a dysfiuictional marriage might have 

one parent forming a coalition with a child against the other parent. Triangulation is a 

somewhat abstract coostnict inferred fkom evidence of collusions, hierarchy, and 

boundaries (Nelson & Utesch, 1990). Evidence of triangulation is occasionally found in a 

child's somatic. social, or emotional problem (Bowen, 1978) as  each parent is demanding 

the chilci's loyalty. 

Detouring 

Detouring refers to a process in which conflict between two mernbers can be 

avoided by involving a third f d y  member. It is most ofien defined specifically in 

situations involving parents and their child when parents rely on the deviant behaviour of 

their child to avoid spousal conflict. By detouring stresses of the spousal subsystem 

through the child, an illusion of harmony can be maintained. Spousal problems remain 

submerged as the child is blamed for f d y  problems. In these situations, the bomdary 

between the parents is diffusp and the boundary between the generations is rîgid (Nelson 

& Utesch, 1990). Nelson and Utesch 0990) suggest h t  detouruig is an abstma constnrct 

inferred fiom both observation and assessrnent of boundaries, hierarchy, and a l i p e n t .  



They give an example in which parents claixu that they have a good marriage and a 

wonderful -y, except that ev-g the child does is problematic. 

Compleinenttmiry 

The individual is part of a whole (the f d y )  and is affecteci by the behaviour and 

experience of the other members. Complementanty describes the nature of interpersonal 

behaviour as balanced and reciprocal. in a weU-fûnctioning spousal relaîionship, each 

partner supports the other's hctioning in mmy anas by cooperating in their reciprocal 

roles. A complementary pattern can also become dyshctional when spouses activate the 

negative aspects of the other, thereby inhibithg the growth of the other such as in patterns 

of leader-follower, victim-rescuer, or purnier-distancer. In these cases the 

complementarity must be challenged by changing the nature of the berarchical 

relationship. 

Section Four: Structural Famüy Thempy Processes 

The processes in struchiral assessment and intervention are inseparable because of 

their interactional nature. The following descriptions of the separate functions of joining, 

assessment, and restructuring serve to highlight their specific operations, yet in actual 

practice, they are intertwined. 

Joining 

The therapist's assessment of the famiy's structure is achieved by experientially 

joining the farnily (Minuchin, 1974b) in order to experience reality as the farnily members 

do-to feel the stress and pain that they feel, without becomuig absorbed into their system. 

Becoming an integral and active participant in the family process requires the therapist to 

accommodate or adapt to the family in order to adjust to its cultural uniqueness. A 

therapeutic system of therapist and f d y  is formed making possible an assessment of the 

therapist's experiences of the familys interaction in the present Many accommodation 

techniques are spontaneous, reflecting the individuality of the therapist. m e r s  are 

deliberately designed to support subsystems as they are chalienged in the restnicturing 



process. Minuch  (1974b) descnbes three accommodation techniques which facilitate 

movement toward therapeutic goals: 

Maintenance is a technique which acknowledges and supports the family structure 

or specific subsystems. For example the therapist may chose to tempody accept the 

fimdy's dehnition of the problem or a couple's definition of complementarity. 

Confirmiog an individual's strengths is a form of maintenance designed to expand 

perceptions of cornpetence in achieving new skills. By nipporting one subsystem, the 

therapist challenges the other parts of the family system to accommodate to h 

Trackng is an accommodation technique whereby the therapist encourages the 

family to continue its communications and behaviour by asking for clarification or by 

making approving comments. By aliowing the family members to take the lead by telling 

their story, the therapist communicates acceptance of them, and by eliciting fiirther 

information regarding their home environment, the family's structure emerges. More 

specificaiiy, it uncovers explicitly and in detail the f d y ' s  pattern of behaviour, 

uiinking, or feeling in its systemic context (Sherman & Fredman, 1986). The therapist can 

track a "symptom, an action, a communication, an interest, a family theme or a nonverbai 

metaphor" (p. 120)' thereby uncovering a sequence of the repetitive pattern which 

constitutes a self-reinforcing feedback hop. Tracking can be done by systematic 

questionhg or by asking the family to enact a specitic event. Tracking techniques are 

nonjudgmental, and the subsequent feedback is usually "refiamed in positive terms in 

order to validate each person and the system and create a friendly, cooperative 

atmosphere" (p. 12 1). 

Nimesis is the implicit and explicit accommodation to the family's particular style, 

for example its affective range or its way of communicating. It may include the 

therapist's highlighting cornmon experiences 6 t h  the f d y  or copying certain gestures 

or movements of the client as an act of "increased kinship." 



While accommodation and restructuring processes are differentiated in order to 

analyze them, they work in tandem with each other. An act of accommodation can be 

used as a restructuring strategy in that supporting one subsystern opens new possibilities 

in otber subsystems. 

Assessinent 

As a result of having "joined" the M y ,  the impact of this process on the 

mernbers provides the therapist with data for assessment. The assessment of fàmiiy 

interactions focuses on six major areas as set out in Families and Fmily  %rupy 

(Minuchin, 1974). They are as foliows: 

1) The family structure, its preferred transactionai patterns, and available 

alternatives: The therapist tries to ascertain the power hierarchy, the complementarity of 

bctions (role distinctives within subsystems such as tasks perfonned by father king 

different than those performed by mother), any idiosyncratic features of the family that 

organizes the ways in which members interact (verbal communication patterns and 

affective expression), and the boundaries of the famiys fiuictional subsystems as king 

on a continuum from rigid to diffuse (Levar& 1984). 

2) The family's flexibiiity and capacity for restructunng: The therapist assesses 

the family's capacity for change. Does the farnily have altemative transactional patterns? 

How much deviance h m  preferred patterns is allowed? How much tolemce is there for 

changes in the power hierarchy or subsystems? (Levant, 1984). 

3) The family system's cohesion or resonance: The degree to which the family is 

sensitive to the actions of individual membea is the extent to which they are enmeshed or 

disengageci with each other. 

4) The f d y l s  life context: The familyls sources of support and stress in its 

ecological context are considered. 

5) The famiyls developmental stage and its performance of stage-appropriate 

tasks: Roblematic behaviour can develop as  a response to the stress associated with life 



transitions such as the birth of a child, the maniage of a chiid, or the death of a family 

member. The therapist determines the resulting strain on the W y ' s  fûnctional structure 

in order to help it evohre. 

6) The role of the symptom bearer: The ways in which the identined person's 

symptom is used for the maintenance of the famiy's preferred transactionai pattems are 

examined. For example, does it diffuse conflict or does it pro- another f d y  member? 

(Levar& 1984). 

A f d y  map evolves fiom the assessrnent process which identifies existing 

structural problems and implies appropriate therapeutic goals. The therapist redefïnes the 

presenting problem for the famiy, establishes treatment goals, and together they establish 

a therapeutic contract. 

Re~frucl~n'ng the F W y  

The therapist then begins the restructnrhg operations which will lead the famiy 

toward its therapeutic goals. The therapist assumes a leadership role in order to dissolve 

dyshctional family transactions by reacthg, challenging, and probing from within the 

family system. A therapist can use a large number of restmcturing techniques, the 

selection of which depends on individual therapeutic style and the specific situation 

(Minuchin & Fishman, 1981). 

Minuchin (1974b) describes seven categories of restruchuing operations: 

1) Enactment is a technique whereby the therapist helps the family transact their 

normal dysfunctional pattern in the session in order to restructure them. Mernbers are 

directed to interact with each other, intrafamiIial communication is facilitateci, and 

physical space is manipulated in order to encourage dialogue between specific memben. 

2) Through boandary-making, the therapist helps the family fom permeable 

boundaries by modïfjmg interactional processes across existing boudaries between 

individuals and subsystems. Rdes about who is included how, when, and in what 

functions are clarified. Boundary-making separates responsibilities between subsystems 



and recognkes differences between generations. Communicational d e s  are imposed 

such as who should talk when. Boundaries that are too rïgid are reduced to allow more 

sharing and cooperation (Sherman & Fredrnan, 1986). Subsysiem boundaries can be 

strengthened by manipulating the space within the session. 

Appropriate boundaries can be developed by allying with a subsystem in order to 

dismpt coalitions and form new alliances. For example, in a parent-child coalition, the 

child is removeû as an d y  and stopped h m  interferhg in the interaction between the 

parents. The parents can then work in cooperation with each other to agree on parenting 

matters and their implementation (Sherman & Fredman, 1986). 

3) Unbalancing is a technique designed to escalate stress within the family whose 

usual patterns of handling stress involve its detour or deniai (Levant, 1984). In order to 

help the f d y  explore alternative relationship patterns, the therapist uses a new stressfùl 

situation to provide the fàmily and the therapist an appreciation of the system's ability to 

restructure and grow (Fishrnan, 1988; Minuchin, 1974). Minuchin (1 974b) describes four 

ways of accomplishing this, namely, blocking transactional patterns, emphasizing 

differences that the family has been m h h k h g  or i g n o ~ g ,  developing implicit conflict 

in situations where conflict has b e n  diffused, and by joining in an alliance or coalition 

with a f d y  member or subsystem. 

Temporarily allyhg with various subsystems creates a shift in the distribution of 

power, increasing the weight of one relative to the others to overcorne inequities or break 

oppositional deadlocks (Sherman & Fredman, 1986). For example, in an enmeshed 

family, the therapist can affiliate with one member of a subsystem, such as a parent, to 

form a temporary coalition in order to help the parent in hidher role as de-setter to 

confiont a teenager. AlQing with the chüdren to gain their parents' respect and more 

responsibility is another example of a power shift (Sherman & Fredman, 1986). This 

technique is also used when a spouse appears to dominate the other, or when a 

grandparent is more dominant than the parent. The underlying goal is for famiiy members 



to tmmact in a new way, establishg new, more fûnctional boundaries. This technique is 

usefid oniy ifthe famiiy implicïtiy understands that the coaiition is a temporary step, and 

thaî the therapist is allied with the whole M y .  

4) Tasb are assigned by the therapist in order to provide a new framework for the 

family members. They can be assigneci in the session as directives for communication 

between members or in manipulating seating anangements. Homework can aiso be 

assigned and is aimeci at both the presenting problem and the underiying structural 

problem. The therapist gives specific instructions as to how the family must transact 

outside the session. By assigning tasks, the therapist focuses on new possibilities for 

restructuring the f d y .  The famiyls response to the tasks provides further information 

regardhg the assessment. 

5) When the presenting problem is particularly p-1 or dangerous, restructuring 

operatioas may cal1 for the therapist to atilize the symptom. In potentiaily 

Me-threatening situations (e-g., anorexia nervosa), the symptom takes prïonty, with the 

understanding that the individual membefs symptom is expressed in the family context 

and maintaineci by its transactional patterns. Minuchin (1974b) breaks this restructuring 

operation down into six distinct categories: 1) focusing on the symptom, 2) exaggerating 

the symptom, 3) de-emphasiting the syrnptom, 4) moving to a new symptom, 

5) relabeling the symptom, and 6) changing the syrnptom's affect. 

When focusing on the symptom, the therapist does not challenge the family's 

presentation of the problem, but engages it in helping the individual member with the 

problem. For example, the therapist might have the family enact a particular conflict 

around a symptorn followed by the restructuring of subsystems. As the symptom 

disappears, the therapist moves to the underlying problem. The therapist may choose to 

exc~ggerate the sympom in order to increase its intensity and iilicit a response f?om the 

executive subsystem. in certain situations, it would be better advised to de-emphasize a 

sympom by using the symptom to introduce the f d y  to its Iarger context. Minuchin 



(1974b) offers an example de-emphasizing the symptom by having lunch with an 

anorexic patient and his or her f d y .  A strong interpersonal codict is creaîed which 

cakes pnority over the child's refusal to eat. 

The therapist may choose to shift the f a v s  to another h d y  rnember by moving 

to a new symptom, thereby revealing the hrger fùnction of the particular symptom for the 

family. By rehbelling the symptm, the f d y  is given the opportunity to see it fiom a 

difFerent perspective, and to change accordingiy. For example, anorexia cm be redefined 

as disobedience or as making parents incompetent (Minuchin, 1974b). It may be useful to 

c h g e  the sympom 's e t  by encouraging the family to interacî in a new way around 

the problem. For example, to replace an emotional and reactionary response of a parent 

to a child's fire-setting, the parent is asked to educate a chüd about h - h g  in a 

comptent and rational way, thereby rendering the symptom unnecessary (Minuchin, 

1974b). 

6)  By manipnlating the famüy's affeet the therapist carries out a restnichiring 

maneuver. This is achieved by either exaggerating a particular style in order to induce the 

client's reaction against if modeling an alternative r n d  or relabehg a predominant 

affect. 

7) Joining operations such as support, ducation, and guidance cm play a role 

in restnicturing a family. Supportive services can be seen as an integral part of 

treatment . 
Sherman and Fredman (1 986) describe severai additionai structural techniques 

designed to tngger a shift in the family's o r g d t i o n  by creating movement for families 

who typically feel stuck in their present positions: 

1) Famiiy members can discover new aspects of tbernseives. They are given the 

opportunity to try out new behaviours and discover new personal dimensions. For 

example, role reverSaIs may allow a serious, rigid partner to becorne more flexible by 



planning famihl activities, while the more relaxed partuer tries out new behaviours in 

keeping with the organization of work-related tasks. 

2) The therapist may chose to normalize the famiiy's experience of being h a 

particiilar piace. Sherman and Fredman suggest that a therapeutic response to people 

who sometimes feel bad, unworthy, or powerless in occupying a certain place in the 

system might say, "If 1 were in your shoes 1 would be depressed too"; or "People in a 

position like yours generaliy will do or feel similar things"; or "What are the advantages 

in îhk position?" (p. 1 1 8). 

3) A therapist's refrnming of a famüy's situation can trigger an orgauizational 

shift. This technique involves the introduction of alternative realities for the f d y  in 

order for them to expenence themselves and each other in a new way. For example, the 

eldest child's complaint of hisher burdens could be refhmed as essential in hisher 

training for leadership and role modeling. 

4) The f d y  system can be changeci while working with one individual. This 

technique is based on the systernic assumption that changes in a subsystem wiIl trigger a 

r e o r g k t i o n  of the larger system. By encouraging and supporting one family member 

in assuming a new role, the others are forced to adapt. This technique cm also be 

strategic. A key person c a .  be extncated h m  a "circular, self-reinforcing pattern of 

dysfhctional behaviour" @. 133). By suggesting new behaviours for this person in 

private, an element of surprise is introduced, freeing the reciprocal members to respond in 

new ways. 

5) Another stnicnual move is to send ri member of the famiiy on vacation. The 

goal is to create more appropriate boundaries by disengaging the domhant or o v e d v e  

member whose behaviour forces an enmeshed interaction process and a power imbalance 

which maintains the symptom. The therapist expresses concem for the dominant 

enmeshed member, suggesting that he/she deserves a rest h m  their usual responsibilities 

and involvernents. The vacation is used to address symptoms such as "nagging others to 



do things, protecting other fémily members, doing for others and serving them, 

disciplinhg the children, working continuously to provide for the M l y  but king 

uninvolveci with the members" (p. 138). The therapist stresses that it will be diff?dt for 

die member to remain on 'tacation" and solicits the heQ of the others by asking them 

how they could assist 

6) The therapist can challenge the family's compkmentarity. This is achieved 

by shifting the balance in the reciprocal nature of interpersonal behaviour- 

Complementarities cm include leadedfollower, victim/rescuer, pursuer/ciistancer. The 

therapist encourages each member to change Mer reciprocal d e .  For example, when 

one member ceases to be a pursuer, the other no longer needs to be a distancer. 

Techniques used by structural M y  therapists are as numerous as the therapist is 

creative (Jung, 1984). The approach can be very imaginative, providing that the values of 

the h i l y  are respeaed. 

Section FNc A Critique of Structural Fumü'y Tlierapy as Fmud in the Literature 

Structural famiy therapy has been criticized for its tendencies to be pathologizing, 

judgmental, and controhg (Anderson & Goolishian, 1990; Hoffmann, 1985). Alternative 

therapeutic approaches have been psented to address these criticisrns and have enriched 

the field of f a d y  therapy (Hoffman, 1985). Simon (1995) suggests that the description 

of these new approaches as king irreconcilable with traditional farnily therapy is 

unfortunate. It is Simon's view that structurai family therapy is anything but pathologiWng 

when taking into account its bdamental assumption of a family's cornpetence which 

views famifies and individuals as essentidy sound and resourceful. Inherent in the notion 

of restruchuing is that, rather than king dysfiuictionai, the fiunily is sirnply using an 

outdated structure to deal with a new problem (Wetchler, 1995). Furthemore, assessrnent 

viewed through the lens of a family's cornpetence and uniqueness brings to bear an 

ecological-developmentd perspective ratha thau a pathological one (Simon, 1995). 

As for the mode1 king  judgmental and controiiing, Simon (1995) asserts that its 



assumption of the famity's uniqueness ensures that families are at the center of the 

thetapeutic space and are given the right and responsibility to shape the outcorne of the 

therapeutic process. Rather than being controiling, the dierapist is directive and active in 

helping family members become "unstuck" as they explore alternative ways of 

interactiag. 

Fundamental to this pmcess is the enactment in which the interdependence 

baween the therapist and family implies that the therapist shares power with a client in a 

-on (Aponte, 1992). Minuchin States that the therapist's questions invite families 

to re-examine the meanings and values that have k e n  "normal" for them and which 

support conflict, in order to produce specific, mgeted changes in the tàmily (Simon, 

1996). Minuchin's hdamentai message to his clients that "You are more complex than 

you realize" (Minuchin & Nichols, 1993, p. 47), implies a d e  of empowering rather than 

one of control. The structural f d y  therapist becomes an "authoritative coach" helping 

families "discover, rehearse, and celebrate" their strengths, thereby facilitating their 

coping skills and their autonomy (Powell, 1991, p. 244). The intervention serves primarily 

a heuristic fùnction, reserving for the f d y  its "right, responsibility, and cornpetence to 

determine the specifics of change" (Wetchler, 1995, p. 21). Minuchin views the f d y  

therapist as an instrument of change, and believes that "noninterventionist, restrahed" 

therapists restrict thernselves to operating only in a "collaborative, symmetrical posture," 

and therefore, rernain as "distant, respectful questionen" (Simon, 1996, p. 52). 

Feminists have been criticai of f d y  dierapy for their exclusive adherence to 

systems th- in treating families. They maintain that the cultural, historicd, and 

political context of the family must be as thoroughly assessed as its familial context. 

Feminists assert that, until recently, the subject of power and its unequal M b u t i o n  in 

the f d y  and in society has ken  ignored (Goodrich, 199 1). Chaney and Piercy (1 988) 

suggest that eaditional family therapy may "inadvertently give priority to the good of the 

M y  or relationship over the ne& of the individuals-often the women" (p. 306). 



Goodrich (1991) -tes that family therapy which ideaiizes the conventional mode1 of 

family, ,widi its gendered division of labour and its hierarchy of privilege and power, 

d e s  it complicit with society in keeping women oppressed. The structural construct of 

complementarity in the spousal relationship, by d g  an equal distribution of power, 

serves to obscure a power dynamic and the potential abuse of that power. Goodrich 

(1991) not only chailenges the accepted hierarchicai relation of husband and wife, but that 

of parent(s) to chihi, ssserting that "this arrangement of powersver is taken for granted 

as right, proper, and necessary, despite research demonstrating that a h d y  aui fiuiction 

weil in an arrangement of consensus" (p. 22). In the a r a s  of wife-battering and ince* 

Goodnch (1991) beiieves that family therapy's commitment to patriarchy has lead to the 

most devastating consequemes, clearfy because it cannot ded with the principle of power 

and the abuse of that power. 

Feminist theories of power and the abuse of power have ken  incorporated into 

family therapy constnicts in order to address the Limitations on individuals derived fiom 

socially s d o n e d ,  outmoded sex role constraints (Chaney & Piercy, 1988). A 

gender-sensitive approach to treating the f d y  is designeci to support women's 

empowennent Feminist-iaformed fêmily therapists recognize that despite the imfùtable 

concems regarding the political aspects of the abuse of power in the family, family 

therapy itself can provide one of the most effective ways to address these concenis 

because of its access to the family system that maintains the status quo (Barrett, Trepper, 

& Fish, 1990). Cole (1992) suggests that when working with incest perpetrators, 

familysriented therapy rnakes possible the direct challenging of inappropriate power 

irnbalances, abuses of authority, and dysfûnctional boundaries in families in the presence 

of ail family members, thereby offering the oppominity to empower the victim, rernove 

the victim's guiit, and shift responsibiiity to the perpetrator. The task of equaiizing the 

power base in the parental subsystem can be accomplished through enactments, whereby 

an enacted family sequence can be intempted with a sequence of new, more egaiitarian 



and h c t i o d  behaviour (Barret& et al., 1990). For exampk, a powerfut m e r  who is 

resistant to giving up his domineering and aggressive style in individual sessions, may be 

less mistant when other fhmily members stop responding to him in f a  and submission 

in a family session (Barrett et al., 1990). Barrett, Trepper, and Fish (1 990) state that in 

thei. work with incestuous familes, they "how of no families who have successsfZZy 

completed family therapy who maintain ngid traditional sex roles" (p. 157). 

When looking at the power heirarchy in the chiid-parent(s) subsystem, the 

feminist assertion of its inappropriateness (Goodrich, 199 1) cannot be ignored. In this 

regard, Minuchin's concept of hierarchy warrants further examination. Minuchin States 

that "the unquestioned authority in the patriarchal mode1 of the parental subsystem has 

faded, to be replaced by a concept of flexible, rational authority" (Minuchin, 1974b). The 

parenting process, he suggests, must be responsive to the chüdren's developrnental stage. 

Numiring fuuctions predorninate for the very young, and change as the children mature 

into adolescence to £Ùnctions of control and guidance, with the understanding that their 

need to grow more autonomous increases with age. Minuchin (1974b) recognizes that the 

therapist's support of the parental subsystem may be in conflict with a therapeutic goal of 

supporting a child's autonomy, but points out that "only a weak parental subsystem 

establishes restrictive control, and that excessive control occurs mostly when the contml 

is ineffective" (p. 59). Minuchin (1 974b) agrees with those families and therapists who 

suggest that an ideal family is a democracy, however, he points out that a democratic 

society's essential ingredient is effective leadership. Understanding the structural 

therapist' s task as one of helping subsystems negotiate with and accommodate to each 

other, opens new possibilities for incorporating feminist egaiitarian values and feminist 

concerns regarding patriarchal parenting into gender-sensitive family therapy. 

Minuchin's theory regarding f h d y  system and structure has been criticized for 

not adequately addressing the theory of change or addressing the area misnamed 

"resistance" especiaily in cases involving "enmeshed" fiimilies (Eloffban, 198 1, p. 270). 



Strucî td M y  therapy does indeed operate on the basis of a set of assunptions about 

change based on the structural f d y  dynamics as described by Colapinto (1991). Change 

is a naturai process of growth in response to developmental and environmental &man&, 

which in some familes, can be either suppressed or arrested. Resistance to change is, 

therefore, the iaability to adapt to these demands, and is expressed by adhesion to existing 

famiy d e s .  Sûucturai f d y  therapy has two major advantages in addressing resistance 

to change, namely, "hamesshg the power of the famüy on behalf of the individual, and 

attending in vivo to the reverberations of change in the familyw @. 441). Resistance to 

change is ckumvented through the use of enactments (particularly useful for disengaged 

families where contact is c d e d )  or directly challenged through crisis induction 

@articularly useful for enmeshed families who deny disagreement or dflerence). These 

conmete experiences may also induce behaviod and cognitive change 

(Colapinto, 199 1). 

Although structural family therapy does take into account the impact of a family 's 

social context, as  in Minuchin's Fornilies of the SZum, the focus for change remains 

within the context of the f d y  to the exclusion of broader ecological forces. One of the 

goals of intervention is to help underorganized families cope better in the face of 

ecological stressors such as poverty, but the model cannot cure these particula. social ills. 

Even though structural f d y  therapists are now lookiog beyond the boundaries of the 

family, and recognizing the impact of the larger culture (Simon, 1996), their parameters 

of practice do not necessarily allow for their effecting change in larger social systems 

outside the family. 

This practice limitation does not, however, necessitate the separation of units of 

intervention, namely the family and the environment, or the intervention goals of inducing 

change in the family and inducing change in the environment, but rather allows for the 

interdependence of clinical family practice and social pdicy. The model of 



structurai family therapy was, after all, created by Minuchin, a very politically involved 

person with a concem for the "underdog" and a desire for social justice (Minuchin & 

Nichols, 1993). For the last decade Minuchin has focused not only on the problems inside 

familes but also on the destructive power of institutions that control their hes such as 

"protective services" which in effect, ofien destroy families they set out to protect (p. 34). 

Iust as he once chailenged mental health workea to assess individuais as players in the 

context of the f d y ,  ffamy therapists are now king challenged to incorporate their 

knowledge regarding environmental press on individuai families, and to b ~ g  their 

knowledge to bear on those who can create change at a policy level. 



APPLICABlLITY OF STRUCTURAL, FAMILY TEERAPY 

Structural farnily therapy is by definition a family approach with broad 

applicabiiity to various socioeconomic groups and presenting problems (Jung, 1984). 

With its emphasis on the social context in which families live, and on the joining process, 

it is an approach also suited to cross-culturai settings. Jung (1984) suggests that the 

moàel's attention to appropriate generational boundaries, problern-solving, focusing on 

strengths, and to the therapist as an authority figure and change agent, allows for its wide 

application. If the presenting problem lends itself to an interactional reframe, the 

structurai model can be applied successfidly (Colapinto, 1991). Limits to the applicability 

of the model are determined by the therapist's style rather than the family's. 

l'Re Multi-Probiem Famm 

Structural family therapy was fïrst applied by Minuchin to 

lower-socioeconornic-status disorganized families with delinquent offspring. He 

described these families as units wherein parents provide little or no leadership, where 

boundaries fiequently shift, and transactional patterns are random, producing an 

unpredictable environment (Minuch et al., 1967). They function at either extreme of the 

enmeshrnentdisengagement axis, or fluctuate between the two poles. As a result, the 

children cannot experience a sense of their own competence in effecting change. 

Techniques designed to work with multi-problem fimilies are directeci at 

changing their communication patterns, their structure, and their affective system. 

The Psychosomrrtic Family 

Minuchin later applied his structurai theory of f a .  therapy to psychosomatic and 

anorectic families (Minuchin et al., 1978). These families are assessed as king 

enmeshed, overprotective, and ngid. Their tramactional patterns do not M y  



achowledge conflict, leaving it unresolved. A rigid tnad exists with one child and the 

parents in a stable or an unstable coalition. Treatment involves the short-range goal of 

symptom remission through a combination of behaviour modification and fâmiiy therapy, 

often in a hospital setting. The f a d y  therapy component may involve a lunch session in 

which the f d y  enacts its core transactional patterns, the goal being to change the 

defuiition of the problem fiom that of a sick child to h t  of a dysfiinctiod firmily. The 

long-temi goal is then to change these dysfunctional patterns by joining and restnicturing 

the system. 

Because of the f d y ' s  con£lict-avoidance patterns, the Edmily may give 

appearances of cooperation, when in fact they are resisting the therapids directives. 

Minuchin suggests that moves of "high intensity" are required to deal with this type of 

resistance (Minuchin et al., 1978). The therapist induces conflict as a restructuring 

operation in order that the family must conhnt  the confiict and develop new ways of 

managing it and resolving it. 

The Corrple 

Although couple therapy is often regarded as a concept separate h m  family 

therapy, the structural mode1 conceptuaiizes the couple as a subsystem for which 

assessrnent and intervention follow the same guidelines that apply to the famiy 

(Colapinto, 199 1). Dflerences might lie in the choice of techniques. For example, 

because couples generaily perceive theù problem as king interactional, renaming it as 

such would become unnecessary. What could be changed is the definition of what kind of 

interactional problem it is. As wek working on issues related to subsystem boundaries 

would be of Iesser importance than applying techniques such as enactment and workuig 

on complementarity witfün the couple subsystem (Colapinto, 199 1, p. 44 1). Fishman 

(1988) suggests that the most powerfbl therapeutic technique when working with couples 

is unbalancing the systern by temporarily siding with and distancing nom one or the other 

spouse. This creates an experience for the couple in which they are forced to rethi.uk and 



reevaluate customary perceptions. Working with the ex&e subsystem does not 

preclude a recognition of the impact of other fw subsystems such as children, and the 

effect that the parenthg d e s  of mother and M e r  have on the couple. 

?ne Violent Couple 

In his book Family Henlng (1993) Minuchin describes his expenence with 

couples whose relatiomhips are punctuated with physicai violence. He addresses the 

concern which many experts have that trPating violence as a f m  problem tends to 

excuse it and may even perpetuate it. He agrees that those who commit violence must take 

responsibdity for it and must be held accountable. Although brutal violence must be 

punished and the victim protected, Minuchin states that 46domestic violence is commonly 

experienced on a more restrained sa le  such as shoving and slapping, as an outcorne of a 

relationship hught with emot iody  destructive behavioui' (p. 66). Couples may want to 

stay together but are "locked in a cycle of muhial provocation that leads to violence" (p. 

74). Those who commit violence in families often perceive thernselves as victims rather 

than abusers (Fishman, l988), responding to the other person's baiting (Minuchin, 1 984). 

It is in cases such as this, where the structural mode1 cm uncover destructive 

patterns of interaction, and help couples "discover their individuality, their power, and 

their responsibiiity" (p. 66). 

Fishman (1988) contends that violence in familes is a problem of invaded 

boundaries, and that the intrusion of boundaries lead to "helplessness, fear, anger, and 

confusion, and ultimately to violent expression" (Fishman, 1988, p. 82). 

Understanding the predictable nature of a spiralhg escalation of emotions in 

violent couples, Minuchin initiaily discourages interaction and encourages the couple to 

take tums speakuig to him in specific, concrete details, moving the discussion nom a 

"feelings" level to a "thinlcingl' level. The nrst pnority is to control the perpetrator's 

attacks but also to "challenge the victim's sense of helplessness by focusing on her 

cornpetence and supporthg her in king assertive" (p. 74). 



Fishman (1988) asserb diat intervention with violent fimilies must be directed 

towarà the creathg and strengthening of personal boundaries and subsequently 

reorganizing family niles within these established fiinctional boundaries. Establishg 

these functional boundaries in the therapy mm, increases the potential of the family's 

success outside the therapeutic context. Fishman (1988) suggests that the therapist must 

seek answers to the foliowing questions at the outset of therapy: 1) How is the fdy's 

context making them helpless? 2) What maintains the probiem? 3) What are the sources 

of stress that have the family resorting to violence? 

Critics of systernic formulations in the treatment of spousal violence, suggest that 

while the theories help explah the chronicity and redundancy of battering Sequemes, the 

inherent gender bias and power inequality in a normative sûucture of marriage 

inadvertently sanction violence against women and ignore the social conditions in which 

it occurs (Bograd, 1984)' and as  a consequence, c a ~ o t  detect it (Aldarondo & Straus, 

1994). The description of  an abusive man and a battered wornan in a cornplementary 

relationship in which violence acts as a homeostatic mechanism is based on systernic 

assumptions thaî the battering is the product of an interactional context, wife-battering 

marital systems are characterized by certain relationship structures, and violence may 

serve a functional role in maintainhg the system (Bograd, 1984). The author asserts that 

these assumptions make the emotional and physical realities of violence invisible, make 

both partners equally responsible for the violent incident, ignore the restricted k d o m  of 

the wife whose husband controls the physical and material resources, and ignore the 

broder social, economic, and political environment (Bograd, 1984). "The goodness of 

our clients, their capacity for change, and the possibility of healing and forgiveness in 

human relationships" (Bograd, 1992, p. 246) may blind f d y  therapists to the violent 

and destructive patterns in clients' lives (Aldarondo & Straus, 1994). 

Bo& (1984) suggests that therapists, while diinking systernically, should mle 

out conjoint therapy in favour of individual therapy for couples who experience violence 



in order to protect the abused. They mut a h  make violence the primary treatment issue 

and contract a no violence agreement as a prerequisite to therapy, with the complete 

cessation of violence their primary goal of intervention. In conjoint treatment models a 

structured s e p d o n  as a crucial initial stage is advised (Cook & Frank-Cook, 1984; 

Libow et al., 1982). Standardized insîruments (Aldarondo & Straus, 1994) cm be utilized 

to detect violence with the "intuitive and experience-based inquiry characteristic of good 

family ùierapy" (p. 434)' thereby helping family therapists fullill their ethical obligations 

to their clients. 

î%e Single-Parent Fomiiy 

The single-parent f d y  has become a nom-an intact f d y  unit, however, the 

therapist is called upon to use hismer self in a special way when treating such a farnily 

(Fishman, 1 988). Fishman (1 988) outlines three general principles to follow when 

working with the single-parent family: 

1) The therapist must c o n f i  the parent's sense of self by focusing first on the 

parent as an individuai, confirming and strengthening the parent's self-respect Only then 

is it possible to establûh hisher effective role in the family. 

2) The therapist's use of self to support the parent is pdcularly important when 

working with single-parent families. The therapist provides corroboration or support for 

the adult views of the parent, by confimiiog hisher sense of reality and providhg support 

and options. This creates a therapeutic and generational subsystem, a process which adds 

to the parent's more limited options and resources. 

3) Because of the temporary nature of this therapeutic subsystem, it is essential for 

the therapist to link the single-parent family to other individuais and community resources 

that can provide a continuity of support following temination of therapy. 

Step families 

Minuchin describes s t e p f d i e s  as "rich with possibility-for cornpetition and 

conflict, jealousy and resentment, and for love rebornn (Minuchin, 1993, p. 198). A 



stepfamiS is a new f w  organism, and when experiencing crises, they should be seen 

as normal (Minuchin, 198 1). 

Although they may be normal, stepfamilies differ nom biological families in the 

ways they are structured (Visher & Visher, 1979). Visher and Visher highlight six 

structural distinctives of stepfamilies (p. 336): 

1) AU stepfamily members have expenenced important losses. 

2) AU mernbers corne with past family histories. 

3) Parent-child bond predate the new couple relationdip. 

4) There is a biological parent elsewhere, either living or deceased. 

5) Children often are members of two households. 

6) No Iegal relationship exists between stepparent and stepchild. 

These structural variables impact the developmental stages and tasks that 

stepfamilies face. Visher and Visher suggest four tasks requiring the family's imrnediate 

attention (p. 343): 

1) Mourning of losses. 

2) Negotiation and development of new traditions. 

3) Formation of new alliances and presewation of old alliances that are still 

important. 

4) Stepfamily integdon. 

When assessing and treating a stepfamily the therapist must take into account a 

more complex structure due to the increased number of subsystems and an increase of 

boundary ambiguity and fluctuation. They family's hierarchy requires renegotiation, 

often king challengeci by power stniggles between preexisting subsystems. When 

bringing together children of previous mariages, the formation of stepparent triangles 

due to rivalries between stepparents and stepchildren, and stepsisters and stepbrothers, 

can be the family's downfall. Distinct subgroups need time to adapt to new relationships 

while respecthg previous loyalties (Minuchin, 1993). These complicating dimensions of 



s t e p f d e s  underscore the importance of a stmg couple bond to ensure its successfbl 

hctioning (Visher & Visher, 1979). 

Fm@ Tkerapy os a Treotmen? for the Delhqrrent Adolescent 

Common among families with delinquent adolescents is a weakened parental 

subsystem (Fis- 1988). This can be the result of absent parents, chmnic 

disagreement between parents, or a disabling split between caregivers (including social 

agencies and the court). The resulting ineffective authority leaves adolescents having to 

resoxt to less appropriate individuals and activities for guidance. Studies have 

demonstrated that when a f d y  is treated as a unit, the role of the adolescent in the 

family can be changed due to the increased warmth and affection that develop 

(Henggeler, 1 986). 

Fishman (1988) presents five general principals to follow when treating a family 

with a delinquent adolescent member: 

1) The therapist must address the deterioration of the adolescent's sense of self as 

it has developed. Underlying the deluiquent behaviour is the premise that the adolescent 

is not affected by the breaking of rules but by being a failure at breaking the rules, Le., 

getîing caught. 

2) More functional prernises for behaviour must be structured to transform the 

deiinquency, rather than merely interrupting or suppressing it. The therapist cm help the 

adolescent tap into hidher nascent good self that can make choices and exercise 

competence outside the peer commun@. This may require the therapist to work with the 

adolescent's family of pers in order to observe the source of vitality and excitement that 

prolongs the absence of the individual's competence. 

3) The parents m u t  be prevented fiam king defeated. The parent/parents must 

continue to fiinction in theK role of executive, but must also numire and support their 

child in feeling more competent. The therapist must help strengthen the parentai 

hierarchy in order to balance the pull fiom peers, and at the same t h e ,  help strengthen the 



adolescent's comptent "good seif" in the wntext of peers and reintroducing it into the 

f-. This may require the therapist to generate intensity in the family in order for 

dyshctional patterns to surfiace, or it may require the therapist to support the parents in 

resisthg their involvement in their child's problem in order to shatter the adolescent's 

illusion that parents will automatically bail them out of difficult circumstances. 

4) The therapist must act quickiy to intempt the delinquency before it becomes 

entrenched by creating a thenputic crisis as swn as possible in the course of therapy. 

AU essentiai members of the delinquent system, both inside and outside the family must 

be included at the outset in order to help the parents evatuate the influence of pers in the 

larger context. 

5) The adolescent must be confbmed in areas of cornpetence in order to make the 

"good self' an alternative when experimenting with delinquency. Productive situations 

must be found that can maintain the "good seif" and confirm competency in a 

nondelinquent group of peers. 

Working in Cross-Cuft~~rul Setlr'ngs 

The structural mode1 is applicable to many cross-cultural settings. Jung (1 984) 

describes the model's usefulness in working with traditional Chinese families in the 

American context, because of its emphasis on family rather than the individual, on 

cultural contexi and structure, and on interactional patems. In their research study of 

Hispanic boys with behavioural and emotiond problems, Szapocznîk et al. (1 989) found 

structural f d y  therapy well-suited for Hispanic families because it targeted 

intergenerational conflict and cuituraily determined behavioural conflicts prevalent in 

Hispanic families. 

Structural family therapy is also applicable to Aboriginal Americans (Napolielio & 

Sweet, 1992). It can be blended with traditional ways due to its "existentid, cultural, and 

philosophical foundations" (p. 163). The authors state that processes such as 



complementarity, joining, spontaneity (Le., using different aspects of "self in response to 

ciiffirent social situations), are particularly transferable to aborigiaal culture. 

Traditionalists would expect the therapîst to play an assertive leadership role (traditional 

healing methods involve a cilarismatic leader), deal with practical problems, and to be 

" h o n a  naturai, and spontaneous" (p. 163). Suggestibility, trust, and h o p  are important 

factors in the outcome of the therapeutic encounter (p. 161). The concept of 

"enmeshment" may not be as readily applicable to Abonginal culture, however, because it 

may pathologize a culhuaily-appropriate kind of intimacy required to maintain the 

interdependence of the larger tribal group. 

Since its wide acceptance by family therapists, the structurai model has 

demonstrated its adaptability and usefùiness to many classes of racial and ethnic groups 

where the therapist has been flexible, perceptive, and sensitive to the class and cultural 

n o m  of those groups, without imposing his or her own values (Jung, 1984). 

Tke Mudel's Inapp Iicability 

Structural family therapy has been appiied primarily where children have been 

identified with the presenting problem. There is M e  documentation of its application to 

therapy with adults, but reports suggest the applicability of the model when the individual 

is very involved with hidher family, i.e., the problem must lend itself to an interactional 

reframe for its successful application (Colapinto, 1991). The model does not apply to 

phenornena of a psychotic or organic nature, but is applicable to their interactional 

consequences. 

Feminists assert that a models base. in systerns theory are not suitable for families 

in which relationships are punctuated by violence because they ignore or obscure power 

in their theoretical fkamework and are, therefore, ill-equipped to deal with issues of 

coercion and violence (Bograd, 1992). Mer family systems therapists, while agreeing 

with the critique, cal1 for an increased awareness of the prominent role of physical 

violence in couple relationships, and advocate for the incorporation of sewreport 



measurrs of marital violence in order to enhance theu abihy to detect it, thereby fulnlling 

their obligations to insure the weU-king and d e t y  of theù clients (Aldarondo & Straus, 

1 994). 

Summaty 

Structural h d y  thecapy's broad scope of application rem on the wumption that 

the presenting problem is reinforced by the family structure and Îts repetitive patterns, 

allowing the therapist to focus on family dynamics that reinforce the problem as weli as 

the presenting problem itself. As such, structural family therapy can be applied to most 

problerns brought to a mental health or famiy senrice agency. whether that be anoreXia, a 

phobia, thought disorder, alcoholism, h g  abuse, parent-child confiict, school problem, 

or child abuse (Jung, 1984). and can be used in various cross-cuitural satings. 

Structural family therapy is contraindicated when the nature of the problem is 

defined as organic or psychotic in nature, and according to some researchers and 

c linicians, when family situations invo Ive violence. 



CHAPTER TEREE 

The nrst treatment studies conducted by Minuchin and his coileagws during 

f d y  therapy's fledgling pericd, continue to be instructive in evaluating the structural 

therapy model. The efficacy amibuted to the model is besed on early research conducteci 

with low socioeconomic families (Minuchin et al., 1967) and with psychosomatic families 

(Minuchin et al., 1978). In the 1967 study a link between treatment effect and measme of 

cohesion was made. Three of the eleven f d e s  describeci as  disengaged did not improve 

after treatment, the authors making reference to the diniculty in keeping this type of 

family in therapy (Aponte & Van Deusen, 198 1). 

Minuchin's success in the treatment of anorexia nervosa attracted therapists to the 

structural model (Colapinto, 1991). Results of therapy with anorectic, asthmatic and 

diabetic cases were very positive, with most psychosomatic patients improving in both 

symptom and psychosocial behaviours after treatment (Minuchin et al., 1978). Within a 

two to seven-year follow-up of the 1978 study of f b l i e s  with adolescents, 86 percent of 

the adolescent patients not ody were symptom fke but were functioning well in terms of 

their psychosocid status (Fishman, 1988). The authors of the study suggest their resdts 

are superior to others utilizing behavioural and anaiytic psychotherapies with simiiar 

patients. These treatment outcomes provide a substantial degree of support for the 

efficacy of structural theory and therapy with psychosomatic familes (Aponte & 

VanDeusen, 198 1). 

Although the results nom these early studies have generally been accepted to 

indicate the effectiveness of treating both underorganized poor families and 

overorganized psychosomatic f d e s  using structural therapy techniques (Colapinto, 

199 1 ), they have corne under closer scrutiny to uncover numerous methodological 



shortcomings, inciuding the lack of control groups, thus rendering Minuchin's empirical 

validations as tenuous (Roy & Frankel, 1995). 

Michaels and Green (1979) evaluated the efficacy of family therapy with -tus 

offenders using a combination of problem-solving (Haley, 1976) and structural family 

therapy and compared their group to families who had been treated accordhg to other 

models in the past Those who received this treatment were found to outpedorrn the 

cornparison group in that it reduced placements in detention homes and reduced court 

processinp. 

Aponte and van Deusen's (1981) synthesis of outcome studies of structural family 

therapy indicates that there is no consistent evidence in favor of short- vs. long-term, or 

inpatient vs. outpatient formats, or for therapist-fàmily matching (e-g., ethnicity, sex), and 

that highest m e s s  nites appear in the psychosornatic studies. Lower rates of success 

occurred in the treatment of low socioeconomic and addict families. Aponte and van 

Deusen (198 1) speculate that sources of poorer success in outcome studies are the 

single-parent structure of low socioeconomic families, adult age of addict patients, 

therapist-family racial differences and therapist Ievel of experience. 

Gustaffson, Kjelhan, and Cederblad (1 986) tested the relationship between 

family dysfunction and childhood asthma using Minuchin's concept of psychosomatic 

families in a controlled study. The treatrnent focused on enmeshment, ngidity, and lack 

of codict-resolution as maintainers of this medical condition. The tweIve children who 

received family therapy improved significantly as rneasured by a reduction of asthma 

symptoms. The problem with this study, as with rnany others, is the smdl sample size 

and its fdure to iink the reduction of psychosomatic symptoms with an improvement of 

family functioning (Roy & Frankel, 1995). 

Further research has pointed to the efficacy of structural family therapy for 

specific cliuical populations. Szapocznik et al. (1 989) conducted a study examining the 

effects of structural famiy therapy, individual therapy, and recreationdno formal therapy 



in 69 Hispanic boys with behavioural and emotional problems. Family therapy had a 

positive effect on reducing the number of problern behaviours in adolescent boys, and 

seemed to be more effective than individual therapy accordhg to the parents. The 

researchers found that structurai family therapy was weU-suited for Hispanie famiües 

because it targeted intergenerational conflict and cuiturally determineci behaviourai 

conflicts prevalent in Hispaaic familes. 

Chamberlain and Rosicky's (1 995) review of recent (1 988- 1994) studies with 

f d e s  of adolescents provides evidence of the effectiveness of structurai f d y  therapy 

as a component in both prevention and treatment program, but also points to the 

aclaiowledgment of researchers that a substantial number of families experîence less than 

favourable outcomes fkom family therapy, especially familes with multiple stressors 

(Chamberlain & Rosicky, 1995). Their review indicates that "many families drop out of 

treatment, do not iatially engage, show high levels of in-session mistance, a d o r  do not 

maintain treatment gains over t h e "  (p. 448). 

Chamberlain and Rosicb's (1995) review identifies three family-related factors 

associated with differential effectiveness: 1) attrition, 2) lower educational status, and 3) 

lower income. SzapocPiik et al. (1988) identified family resistance to initial engagement 

as a service barrier, but found that the application of strategic/stnrcnual Famiy systems 

engagement strategies significantly improved initial engagement rates. Family stress and 

lack of social support also appear to influence attrition (Webster-Stratton, 1985). 

Child-specific factors such as age have shown to influence treatment outcome. For 

example, f d y  therapy has been difficult to implement with adoiescent populations from 

multi-stressed families, and while a strongly indicated component of treatment, is not 

suffcient to produce clinicdly significant behaviour change (Chamberlain & Rosicky, 

1995). 

Minuchin's structural mode1 was utilized in a f d y  preservation program to 

evaluate its effectiveness in preventing adolescents' out-of-home placement (Schwartz, 



AucI;iire, & Harris, 1991). Those individuais who were eligible for treatment but not yet 

assigneci to a unit in the experimental program received the usual placement services and 

constiaded the cornparison group. An analysis a h  a follow-up period, showed that 

forty-four percent did not experience placement, forty-five percent of those placed 

reported only one episode, and fifty-five percent experienced multiple placements. 

Findings suggested the importance of engaghg familes in treatment in that the 

proportion of placement days was Iinked to the extent and quality of family participation 

in the program. 

Outcorne research in systems-based famiy therapy as a whole has improved 

sigiilficantly in the last two decades in both quaiity and quantity by addressing problems 

such as the combining of schools and models under study, outcome measured as  symptom 

resolution with no link to f d y  fhctionhg, and the lack of control groups (Roy & 

Frankel, 1995). Despite this concession, Roy and Frankel(1995) c d  for the application 

of a more rigorous methodology in family therapy research if this form of psychotherapy 

is to "go beyond the stage of king a mere act of faith" @. 2 1). 

More studies are needed to test the efficacy of structural family therapy versus 

alternative family therapies. Results point to the model's success, but not necessarily to 

why it is successful, or more precisely, why this particular technique results in a "happief' 

or "betîer adjusted" individual and family (Hansen & L'Abate, 1982). Research also needs 

to cross another important line of inquiry. With the growing literature on 

feminist-inforneci family therapy, more outcome studies are needed to test the efficacy of 

the structural approach as one component of a muIti-modal treatment pmgram in cases 

involving spousal violence, child abuse, and incest. The debate over the suitability of a 

systems approach to family violence (Aldarondo & Straus, 1994) is important and 

mquires more research to bring it to a resolution. 

Despite the cumulative research record on struchual fw therapy, more 

empirical support is needed to substantiate the theory and to make therapists aware of the 



stmgths and weaknesses of the mode1 in order to beaer serve their clients (Hansen & 

L'Abate, 1982). Research carried out in broder variety of contexts, with more clinicai 

populations, and within more diverse practice setthgs could make this possible. 
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PART TWO: THE PRACTICUM 

CEAPTER FOUR 

PRA~TICUM DESCRIPTlON 

seniig 

The practicum was canied out at the Eluabeth Hill Counselling Centre 

(EHCC), a counselliog ch ic  in Winnipeg's inner city affiliated with the Psychotogical 

Service Centre of the University of Manitoba, whose mandate is the training and 

supervision of students in the Faculty of Social Work and the Department of Psychology. 

EHCC provides therapy and counselling frre of charge to addts, chiidren, 

adolescents, couples, families, and groups. It also defivers education workshops and 

seminars. Clients may request service directiy or may be referred by social services and 

commdty agencies, doctors, teachers, counsellors, and former clients. 

Clients 

From EHCC's waiting List, 1 identified potentid families and couples that wodd 

provide a wide range of profiles and problem areas. 1 completed intake interviews with 

six families, dl of which subsequently engaged in therapy. Formal texmination processes 

were completed with four of the six cases, two choosing sehennination. My caseload 

consisted of two step-fimilies, three single-parent families, and one living-as-married 

couple. Detailed analyses of three of these cases are presented in Chapter Five. 

Rucedures 

Initial contact was made with each family by telephone, at which t h e  1 became 

informed of any changes that may have transpired since their referral and, if necessary, 

reevaluated their suitability for family therapy based on new information. 1 provided a 

brief description of the process of therapy for clients participatiag in a student practicum, 



and upon the client's verbal consent, we scheduled the nrst appointment, At the nrst 

session 1 fürther clarified their role as clients and my role as a student clinician. Upon 

their written consent, 1 proceeded with the intake and assessrnent 

All d e n  recording was completed in accordance with EHCC procedures in 

order to document assessment, intervention, client progress, and outcome. Therapy 

sessions were video-taped for supervision purposes (with the exclusion of in-home 

sessions). Personal notes and reflections relating to the cases and the intervention process 

were kept for evaluation and report-writing purposes. 

Three of the six families were seen in the office, two f'amilies were seen both at 

the centre and in their home, and one f h l y ,  due ?O extenuating circumstances, requested 

in-home sessions ody. Clients were seen over a seven-month period. 1 adrninistered the 

pre-intervention FAM III during the second or third session with aU six families and the 

pst-intervention FAM III and Client Feedback Fonn at termination with four familes. I 

did not contract to meet with familes for a specific number of sessions, but rather gave 

them a t i m e - h e  during which assessrnent and evaluation would occur on an on-going 

basis. Termination was m d y  agreed upon on the basis of outcome andor with the 

completion of my practicwn. 

Superv&îion 

Dr. Diane Hiebert-Murphy, my Faculty Advisor was the Chairperson of the 

Practicum Cornmittee, and provided primary supervision. The cornmittee, comprising 

two additional mernbers, David Charabin fiom the Faculty of Social Work and 

Coordinator of the Elizabeth Hiil Counselling Centre, and Lioda Peny fkom the Elizabeth 

Hill Counselling Centre, approved the practicum proposal, and examined the completed 

practicum report. 

Two-hou. s u p e ~ s i o n  meetings were held on a weekly basis at which time Dr. 

Hiebert-Murphy advised me regarding specific intenrentions, and monitored and 

evaluated my p r o p s .  



Learning ObjeclNs 

My leaming goals for this practicum were threefold: 1) to increase my lcnowledge 

of the dynarnics of various family compositions; 2) to increase my bowledge of the 

structural model of family therapy; and 3) to develop my clinical skills in working with 

f d e s .  

Ev~~iuotr'on 

An evaluation of the practicum was conducteci h m  the perspective of myself, my 

supervisor, and the client. Dimensions evaluated included my conceptual knowledge of 

the structural W y  therapy model, rny techniCa1 skills, and the outcornes of the families 

being treated. Educational bene% which I acmed, namely, theoretical knowledge and 

practice skills, were measured through weekly clinicai supervision and evaluation, as well 

as through ongoing personal reading, journakg, and reflection on practice expenence. 

Outcomes were measured using the Family Assessrnent Measure III. A pre- and 

pst-intemention assessrnent was administered to evaluate the effectiveness of 

intervention by rneasuring the fkdy's  ability to carry out its functions of support and 

numirance. This, in part, determined to what degree my interventions had resulted in 

positive changes in family hctioning. A Client Feedback Fom (Appendix A) provided 

a qualitative measure of my professional growth and development. It solicited clients' 

opinions about their expenence, including their satisfaction with the therapist and a 

~e~assessment  of the benefits of therapy. 

The scale was developed by Skinner, Steinhauer, and Santa-Barbara (1983). It is a 

self-report measure based on Canadian n o m ,  originally developed to provide an 

operational definition of the constructs in the Rocess Mode1 of Family Fmctioning 

(Skinner et al., 1983). The model emphasizes the understanding of f d y  -CS, 

making it possible to intepte different approaches to family therapy and research. 

The model focuses on family fiinctions and defines the processes by which families 



operate. The basic concepts assessed by FAM III include the accompiishment of 

developmental and crisis tasks (the famiSr's overridmg goal), role performance (the 

ailocation and assuming of roles), communication, affective expression (a vital element of 

communication), affective involvement (the cohesion continuum), control (characterizhg 

boundaries), and values and nonns (the influence of family nomis and cultural context). 

FAM was standardized with respect to a heterogeneous sample of clinical and 

nonclinid familes. The scores were normalized to give each subscale a mean of 50 and 

a standard deviation of 10. The majority of scores for nonclinid f d e s  should Ml 

betweem 40 and 60. Scores below this range indicate healthy fiinctioning and above this 

range indïcate wnsiderabk disturbance. 

The masurement consists of three scales: 1) the General Scale which focuses on 

the family system, 2) the Dyadic Relationships Scale which examines relationships 

between specific pairs, and 3) the Self-Rating Scale which measures the individual's 

perceptions of hisher fiinctioning in the family. For the purposes of this practicum, the 

General Scale and the Dyadic Relationships Scale were used to measure outcome 

following the course of therapy. 

The General Scale provides an overall rating of famiy fûnctioning h m  a systems 

perspective. It comprises fi@ items, divided into nine subscales (seven as outlined 

above). The eighth and ninth subscales measure response style including social 

desirability and denial. 

The Dyadic Relationships Scale focuses on relationships among specific pairs in 

the family. An overall rating of fiinctioning is provided using forîy-two items and seven 

subscales relating to the constructs of the Rocess Model. It does not include the two 

additional subscales found in the G e n d  Scde that measure social desirability and 

denial. 

The FAM III has good intemal consistency (ranghg fiom .65 to .87 for adults, and 

fiom .60 to .87 for children) and reliability (.93 for adults and .94 for children). It 



discriminates between cl inid and non-clinicai fimilies (Skinner et al., 1983) and is easy 
. . to adrnintster and score, 

The FAM-III may be completed by ind~dua i s  at least ten to twelve years of age. 

The pronles cannot identify which critical aspects of each construct are a strength or a 

weakness, and are, therefore, not intended as a substitute for a cliaical assessment but 

rather as a coqlement to it by either verifying the assessment, alerting the family 

therapist to potentiai problem areas, or by providing a baseline for a quantitative 

evaluation of therapy. 

F- 

The Client Feedback Fom (see appendix A) was administered following the 

conclusion of therapy. 



THE FAMILIES 

Introduction 

This chapter provides case studies of three of the six client families who 

constituted my practicum. Each of the three Mlies are unique in their configuration, 

their presenting problem, dieir development, and their ecological context Pseudonyms 

are used to ensure dieu confidentiality. 

Each case study includes the precipitathg factors leading up to the referral, a 

structural assessment which ais0 taka into account the family's Me context and 

developmental stage, the FAM III pre-test resdts, and a tentative hypothesis. A 

discussion follows highlighting specific interventions, an analysis of the process, and an 

evaluation of the famiy's therapy, including the redts of the FAM III pst-test and the 

Client Satisfaction Survey . 

The A Family 

The A family consists of a divorced father (3 1) and his two biological children 

h m  his previous mamage, Dan (7) and Sue (8) (Figure 1). He is engaged to be manied 

to Ms. N (38), divorced with no children. A court-ordered home assessment has recently 

been completed, on which a revised custody and access agreement is pending. Mr. A 

currentiy has full custody of the children due to their mother's alleged abusive and 

neglectfbl behaviour. Us. N is centraîly involved in the famiy, as she has been since the 

couple met two years ago. 

Mr. A has a fuil-time job. Since the initial referrai, Ms. N has taken a part-time 

position out-of-town, and spends the weekends in Winnipeg. She spends day-the hours 

with Mr. A and the children, and night-time hours in the home of her mother and 

step-father located just a few dooa away. 
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Resenring Robiem 

The fàmily was referred by their pediatrician. Mr. A stated that the children's 

behaviour is very f i c u l î ,  particulariy following visits with theu mother. He was 

concerneci that the family's instability is jeopardizing his relationsbip with Ms. N who 

had recently broken off their engagement mtil "things settle down". The couple was 

seeking he$ in deaiing with the chiidren. 

Assessrnent 

Structure 

Mr. A and Ms. N, together with the children, constitute a remarried family, even 

though they are not yet legaliy married. A rigid boundary exists between the couple and 

the children's mother who continues to be a prominent and chailenging player in the 

family's life. The boundary between the children and their mother is ambiguous. The 

children express that they like their mother but appear confùsed about how to relate to 

her. 

Mr. A, a mild-mannered and reserved individual, is now sharing the parenting role 

and the housekeeping tasks with Ms. N, an active and goal-onented woman, who has 

taken on these functions very willingly and capably. The boudaries between them 

appear ambiguous relating to home maintenance and child rearhg. Ms. N feels that Mr. A 

is not maintainhg the home efficiently or parenting effectively while she's away. A 

power stniggle has consequently developed in a dyshctional pattern of complementanty 

in which Ms. N is generally active and Mr. A is passive. She also stmggles with feelings 

of fhstration in her inability to intervene with medical and legal professionals on behalf 

of the children because she has no legal rights to do so, and because she is now Living a 

significant distance away fiom the famiiy during the week. Mr. A, although he welcomes 

and appreciates Ms. N's involvement, resents her ongoing critique of his performance as 

father and housekeeper. Regular long-distance telephone calls result in Ms. N questionhg 

Mt. A about what he has or hasn't done, and Mr. A giving information oniy if it asked 



for. The children's psychologid and medical problems are characteristically identifieci 

by Ms. N as urgent and requiring immediate attention, with Mr. A agreeing, yet not 

following through on her advice regarding contacthg the doctors or teachers. 

The power imbalance in the couple subsystem clearly has an impact on them as a 

spousal subsystem. The couple spends most of thek time together with the chïidren, and 

ody in the evenings after the children are in bed, do they have privacy. Their Limited 

pnvate t h e  together as a couple together with theû lack of observable verbal or physical 

affection for each other suggest thaî at an affective level, the boundaries between hem are 

rigid. Adding to the tension is the possible aligament between Ms. N and her mother, two 

doon down. Ms. N spends the nights in her mother's home and feels it necessary to 

spend evening hours there as well. 

Boundaries between the sibling and parental subsystems appear clear and suggest 

a parentchild hierarchy. Mr. A appears to have a good rapport with his children. 

Although he has a lirnited affective range, he speaks with authority when he feels the 

need. Communication of affection towards the children, both verbal and physical, 

appears somewhat limited. Ms. N's involvement with the children has evidently eamed 

their aist She engages in regular recreatiod activities with them individually, and as 

siblings. She appears to take the leadership role with the children in organiPng their 

activities and in discipline when they are together as a famiy, suggesting that power 

resides chie fly with her. 

Dan and Sue appear to get along well. hiring the two sessions in which they 

were included, they engaged each other in play with only a few minor upsets. Theu 

individual activities also suggest their differentiaîion as individual subsysterns. Many of 

their activities are individualized and they play with their own peers in the 

neighbourhood. 



- 
Undoubtediy, d subsystems in this family have been confkonted with enonnous 

changes. Bo& M.. A and Ms. N have joined in a new quasi spousal relationship. Mr. A 

has become a part-time CO-parent with Ms. N, while simultaneously working through 

parental legaiities with his children's mother. Ms. N has taken on the role of parent even 

though her legal rights as  one are limitecl. The children have a new mother figure, as weii 

as new grandparent figures. 

AU four family members appear to be adapting at some levels, yet lack the 

flexibility to adapt at others. For example, Mr. A continues to eam an income and 

support the family. He has managed a household as a single-parent. Ms. N was able to 

fmd new work when suddenly finding herselfunemployed. She has organized the 

children into various recreational and physical activities which they enjoy. Even though 

Ms. N lives apart fkom the family on weekdays, they have managed to incorporate a sense 

of continuity within this schedule. 

On the other han& Mr. A and Ms. N, as the executive subsystem, are inflexible in 

their ability to negotiate their new roles and are stuck in a rigid pattern of 

complementarity of overinvolvement and underinvolvement. Ms. N is very critical of Mr. 

A's lack of initiative and Mr. A is grateful for and at the same time resentEul of Ms. N's 

invo lvement. 

The children are confused about their biological mother. They have not been 

seeing her as often and, and when they do, signs of emotional trauma are evidenced. 

They are both enuretic and Dan is &O encopretic. Dan has been diagnosed with ADHD 

and Sue reportedly, may receive a simila. diagnosis. 

Cohesion 

The couple subsystem is somewhat disengaged at an affective level. They are 

emotionally distanced 6om each other but thd common ground in their focus on the 

children. At a hct ional  level, however, they struggie with ambiguity, lacking clear 



boundaries of involvement Age-appropriate cohesion exists between parental and child 

subsystems as observecl by the clear hiexarchical bomdanes, as well as between siblings 

as observed by their mimial play activity. 

Mr. A cornes to this new relationsbip with a reported history of having been 

verbally and psychologically abused by his former d e ,  who voluntarily gave up the 

children when she left him. A custody dispute was triggered when Ms. N became 

involved and is the cause of ongoing tension in the home. A family assessrnent has 

recently been completed on which a revised settlement will be based. Ms. N's previous 

marriage waç short-lived and no contact remains between the two parties. 

The A f d y  has several sources of support. Although M.. A's parents live 

outsf-town, they have been and continue to be instrumental in caring for the children. If 

Mr. A's work takes him away fiom Winnipeg for a few days at a tirne, they either corne to 

Winnipeg to stay with them, or they take the children home with them. Mr. A's sister is 

available for occasional chiid a r e .  

Ms. N has three siblings with famüies in Winnipeg. She describes hem as a close 

family. Although her father, who was alcoholic, died when she was eleven, she now 

expresses love and caring concern for her step-father. Ms. N's mother provides 

before-school and lunch-tirne supervision of Dan and Sue. She also provides Ms. N with 

h c i a l  assistance when necessary, such as the purchase of the house which Mr. A now 

rents, and a newer car in order to make the reguiar weekend trips. A live-in foreign 

student provides after-schwl child supervision. The family attends the neighbowhood 

church at which Ms. N is a member. 

Mr. A and Ms. N have not developed many mutual fnendships, and the few they 

have are out+ f-province. 



v 
This f d y  unit is developmentally in transition to a remafned family as they 

conceptualize and plan a new mmhge and family. The developmental issues saiient to 

this stage in development r e q k  a "recommitment to marriage and to forming a family 

with readiness to deal with compiexity and ambiguity" (Carter & McGoldrick, 1988, p. 

24). Mr. A and Ms. N are faced with developmental tasks uniquely associated with a 

remanied family (Visher & Visher, 1979). They have been plunged into new roles that 

cm be cornplex, conflicting, and ambiguous. Ms. N, who has no children of her own, has 

instantly become a stepmother of two children. The relationship between the children and 

Ms. N needs to be defined and worked out with consideration given to the children's 

ages, their primary residence, the circumstances of the divorce. and the desires of all 

concemed (Mcûoldrick & Carter, 1988). 

Complex boundaries must be negotiated as they redefine family membership, 

personal space, authority, and the dotment of time with children. Although remarried 

families fiuiction best when boundaries around the mernbers of different households are 

permeable for the sake of the child access, exceptions to the d e  apply to the A family in 

view of the fact that the children's rnother reportedly has a mental illness, has a history of 

family violence a d o r  child abuse and neglect, and irreconcilable disagreements about 

child rearing exist between the parents (McGoldrick & Carter, 1988). 

Pmblems of an affective nature need to be addressed including intense conflictual 

feelings or their denial (McGoldrick & Carter, 1988). For Mr. A and Ms. N, these 

feelings are compounded by extenuating legal complications which have constrained 

them emotionally and financially, as well as their part-time approach to fiinctioning as  a 

two-parent family as necessitated by Ms. N's need to seek employment at a distance, and 

their decision not to spend their nights together until they are married. These 

arrangements are necessary for them at the present time but add to their conflictuai 

feelings. 



Mr. A and Ms. N are at Merent Me cycle phases as individuals and are in the 

process of learning to fiinction in each of them simuitmeously (McGoldrick & Carter, 

1988). Wherwis Mt. A is younger than Ms. N, he has raiseci two children whiie M.. N has 

not Ms. N has lived with her parents since her divorce nom h a  first husband. As a 

38-year-old woman, she is now anxious to settle down and have a farnily of ber own. The 

couple is also at different stages in tenns of career development Although Mr. A's 

employment is secure, he is feeling unfulfilled and is hoping to rehim to university next 

year. Whiie Ms. N is satisfied with her career, her part-time contract position expires at 

the end of June and she has no M e r  job prospects. 

The lives of Dan and Sue, both school-age children now. have been in constant 

flux since their parent's separation at ages three years and four months, respectives. 

They are both involved with medical practitioners to address behavioural and 

psychosomatic complaints. Aside fiom the issues of abuse and neglect by their mother, as 

part of a remarried family they will need to work through issues of loss. divided loyaities, 

and belonging. The presence of Ms. N in the life of the family has added a measure of 

stability for them. Their schooling also contributes to their stability . Academically, they 

are ftnctioning at an average level. 

m 
The children's dinicult behaviour bas played a role in Mr. A's readily accepting 

Ms. N as a parental partner, and her involvement has given Ms. N a sense of purpose. 

While detouring their relational problems onto the children has given them a focus on 

which to build their union, the children's escalating behavioural problems are now 

threatening their stability as a couple subsystem. 

The overall ratings of the completed Dyadic Relatiomhips Scale (Figure 2) 

confinned that problems existed. Only the Values and N o m  dimension fell within the 

average range for both Mr. A and Ms. N. The couple's simüarly high scores in Task 
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Accomplishment, Role Performance, and Communication suggest their agreement on 

problems in these areas, namely an inability to respond appropriately to changes in the 

family life cycle, problems in task identification, lack of agreement regarding role 

definitions, and a lack of mutuai understanding. Clearly evident was their disagreement in 

Affective Expreaioq Affective Involvement, and Control suggesthg a high degree of 

overd conflict. This corroborated my clinid findings that Ms. N perceives her level of 

involvement and control in the family as right and nahual whereas Mr. A perceives Ms. N 

as overinvolved and too much in control. 

Tentative Hjpotheses 

The development of the couple subsystem is being constrained by its pre-mature 

overlap with the development of a new M y  system, resulting in overly rigid boundaries 

between the couple at an affective levei. The f d y ' s  hierarchy requires renegotiation as 

it moves from a single-parent household to one with two parents. The necessity to 

fluctuate between these two family forms fkorn weekdays to weekends, and Ms. N's 

shifting identities in three difEerent households, has resulted in blurred boundaries and 

confusion of roles within the parental subsystem. The couple is stniggling with issues of 

complementarity in which Ms. N has become overuivolved and Mr. A unde~voived. 

This has resulted in a power stniggle between the two in which Ms. N's efforts to 

organize the family system is king stymied by Mr. A's choosing not to foilow through on 

her directives. Due to Ms. N's alliance with her mother and her mother's relationship with 

Mr. A's chiidren, this intergenerational boundary between the couple subsystem and the 

in-laws is blurred. 

Go& 

Two goals of intervention were indicated: 

1) To strengthen the couple bond to protect it h m  other subsystems, namely Mr. A's 

chddren, the children's mother, and Ms. N's mother. 



2) To challenge the couple's complementarity, and help them negotiate hctional roles 

w i t b  the M y  system. 

Intewen&ns 

Although the wupie's original request for -ce was intended to include both of 

hem, Ms. N's employment out-of-tom now necessitaîed her exclusion fkom the sessions. 

Mr. A indicated his desire to proceed with therapy despite this, stating that Ms. N 

regretted her absence but was in agreement that therapy proceed. Mr. A attended with his 

two children for the fht two sessions, and iadividually for the third. It soon became clear 

that the family's problem was located in the couple subsystem and would be difficult to 

address if Ms. N were not included in aierapy. In order to make her inclusion possible, 

we contracted to meet in Mr. A's home on Sahirdays approximately once a month to work 

on issues related to the couple subsystern. A total of ten sessions were held with the 

family; two sessions with Mr. A and the children at EHCC, one conjoint session with Mi. 

A and Ms. N at EHCC, one individual session for both Mr. A. and Ms. N, and five 

conjoint sessions in their home. 

Because of the unusual nature of this situation at the start of therapy, the joining 

process began with a number of challenges. Ms. N's initial absence necessitated my 

joining with Mr. A individually, resulting in the creation of a therapeutic system without 

the involvement of a key player. 1 wanted to guard against the perception of my ''taking 

sides" with Mr. A, yet at the same time 1 needed to show empathy with Mr. A, Ietting him 

know that 1 heard and understood what he was describing. In joining with him I searched 

for his cornpetencies, citing his ability to have raised two very young children on his own 

prîor to Ms. N's involvement and refhnhg this as an accomplishment, despite Mr. A's 

reports of her harsh critickm of his parenting and organizational skills . Knowing that 1 

had successfully joined with Mr. A after three sessions, 1 faced the challenge ofjoirung 

with Ms. N with the knowledge that if I could not do so, therapy would be unsuccessful. 

With the awareness that she was the couple's spokesperson, 1 invited her to share her 



perspective of the f m ' s  problerns. To my discodort, my atternpts at tracking 

dweloped into a ratha lengthy dia* of Mr. A's shortcomings as he quietiy sat by and 

observed. 1 felt caught between the need to give Ms. N the "air the"  she was entided to 

in order to join with her, and the need to ally with Mr. A in what clearly had the 

appearance of a onedown position. As it turneci O* jouiing with Mr. A prîor to this 

conjoint session by emphasizing his personal strengths as an individual and parent, 

proved to be of critical importance in not losing him during this phase and it prepared the 

groundwork for the joining process with Ms. N. Despite rny discomfort in ailowing the 

temporary imbaiance of power at the outset of this fkst conjoint session, it proved 

necessary in successfully getting Ms. N "on board". 

What became almost immediately apparent in the first conjoint session was Mr. 

A's decreased involvernent when compared with his individuai sessions. 1 hypothesized 

that fear was driving the couple's dynamics and felt wmpelled to explore this M e r .  

Why was Mr. A a h i d  to assert himself in Ms. N's presence? M y  did Ms. N appear so 

threatened by his passivity? By M e r  exploring these questions, the couple was given 

the oppoininity to verbaily communicate to each other what was at stake if the 

relaîionship were to dissolve and what could be gained by numiring its M e r  

development. It became clear that Mr. A felt it necessary to avoid conflict in order to 

keep Ms. N happy. Her unhappiness would, in his rnind, trigger her departure and result 

in the loss of a good and capable partner and mother figure for his children. Ms. N 

explained that she was at this point very invested in this family, both emotionaily and 

financially, and if she continued to feel dissatisfied with Mt. A and break off the 

relatiomhip, she would lose thk investment as weil as the opportunity for a new chance at 

being a family and to bear her own children, somethhg she very much aspired to. The 

couple's ability to verbalize these fears paved the way for the work that was required in 

getting them unshick in their interactional pattern of comphentarity. To create 



movement out of this entrenched patkm proved to be the working goal that defined the 

process in every subsequent session. 

Even though their wmplimentarity was clearly a primaxy problem, 1 felt that in 

order to address it, the couple had to have an understanding of how thek developmental 

stage was irnpacting on their ab* to reorganize themselves into a new family system, 

and that the difficulties they were experiencing were normal for familes in similar 

situations. 1 made the observation that they appeared vev  focused on parenting issues and 

paid linle attention to each other. 1 encouraged them to focus on their relationship as a 

couple apart h m  their need to be a CO-parents, helping them understand that a solid 

marital relationship is the key to a weU-functioning famüy. We explored the nature of 

their social network, low-cost evening activities they could enjoy, and possible childcare 

options. Although it was a matter of many months before prugress on this score became 

evident, they did show a desire to pursue activities without the children. 

As a way to challenge the complirnentarity, 1 refkmed Ms. N's role as one of 

helper. 1 acknowledged the very important role she had with the children and the many 

positive results of her involvement with them, and that she was now deserving of a 

'%acationY' fiom her parental responsibilities, adding that the geographic distance from the 

family during the week M e r  added to her level of stress and hstration. She stated that 

this would be dinicult for her to do, and I agreed, suggesting that Mr. A help her with 

this. I directed Mr. A to act on his authority as the children's biological father by taking 

primary responsibility for them. 1 encouraged him to articulate what the problerns of the 

children were, what the possible solutions were, and then to act on these decisions. To 

facilitate Ms. N's 'tacation" and Mr. A's more active involvement, we clarified new 

boundaries related to parenting by contracthg to meet individually with Mr. A in the 

office to address parenting issues and his commULLication of those to Ms. N, and to 

continue to meet conjointly on weekends in the home to address their relationship, 

iucluding their role as parents. They readiiy agreed to this, particularly Ms. N, who was 



under the misguidecl assumption (until my correction of it) that 1 would help Mr. A 

becurne more oqpmkd, this king her primary goal for him. 

Only one session was held with Mr. A individdy. He painted a very positive 

picture of their home Me, and the session was generally unproductive. It was becoming 

clear that the couple had not made significant progres and that 1 would have to "turn on 

the heaî" in order to create movement by temporarily unbaiancing the system by ailying 

with M.. A. 1 did this by challenging Ms. N's appearance of invulnerabiiity and by 

challenging Mr. A's need to avoid conflict While king supportive, 1 made reference to 

Ms. N's biological time clock and how much she needed Mr. A to fdfU her own 

personal dreams and desires of bearing her own children in the context of a traditional 

family. This in tum, empowered him to accept my suggestion that he was perhaps tired of 

having a "boss" and that he wanted some autonomy. This resulted in a heated dialogue 

between them, in which Mr. A raised his voice and for the £ïrst time vented his anger 

towards her over what he perceived as her overinvolvement The session ended in Mr. A 

declaring that their problem lay in their confusion over their respective roles with the 

children and with household tasks. 1 felt that we had experienced a measure of success in 

creating movement, but I was concerned that the risk 1 had taken could backfire, creating 

an even deeper wedge between them. This fear proved dounded when after a lengthier 

break due to the Christmas holidays, they informeci me that they were once again fomaiiy 

engaged and were planning a June wedding. Mr. A stated that he was tallcing more and 

that they were enjoying each other's presence more. The children's biological mother had 

not been seeing the children Ui accordance with a new court order, and their behaviour 

was reportedly more manageable as a result. A good measure of dissatisfàction was stiu 

evident with Ms. N, however, so it was ageed that an individual session with her would 

be useful to explore her insecurity with lack of order, her personal fears and her 

vulnexabilities. 



Ms. N described her family of origin with an alcoholic M e r  and a mother who 

"always told everybody what to do". She acknowledged her s i m i l d e s  with her mother 

and stated that she found this "scary" and that she had to learn to "let go". But she was 

convinced that if she were to do this, the children would not receive the professional help 

they needed medically and educationaily. She felt that Mr. A would not change in this 

regard and I attempted to help her understand that it was not her role to tcy to change him 

into a &or image of herself but to accept him for his strengths and to nurture those, just 

as it was his role to do the same with her. This discussion was continued in the foilowing 

conjoint sessions as 1 encouraged the couple to discover new aspects of themselves and 

each other. Because they were both involved in athletics, I used the analogy of the sports 

team in helping them understand how their relationship might hct ion at its best 1 

challenged theu competitive stance with each other by suggesting that they were not on 

opposing tearns but rather on the same team, piaying different positions, each depending 

on the other to mate a winning play. They seemed to resonate with this image and it 

helped create an air of levity when it was needed. 

Towards the end of the course of therapy, they appeared more reconciled to the 

need for flexibility and the mood in the h o w  was noticeably less electric. A June 

wedding was king planned, Mr. A was pursuing acceptance into a professional facuity at 

the university, Ms. N had applied for a new position in town, and they were planning the 

children's baptism. Despite this increased stability, extrafamilial stressors would 

continue to challenge their adaptability. What if Ms. N did not find ajob? Should Mr. A 

postpone his studies if she could not find stable employment? Serious behavioural 

pro blems persisted with Dan, despite professional involvement. How would they manage 

this as a couple? They recognized and acknowledged the serious hurdles ahead, but 

evidentty felt equipped to meet the challenge. 



E v o l d n  

In retrospect, several complicating factors at the outset of therapy with this family 

proved to be serendipitous. Considering the degree to which this couple was stuck in their 

pattern of complementarity, meeting monthty on a long-term basis was indicated h m  a 

treatment perspective and was also necessary h m  a practical perspective in order to 

accommodate their Living arrangement. This contracthg of the-frames proved to be 

ideal. Our need to meet in their home assisted me in my ongoing assessment while at the 

same tirne enhancing our joining together as a therapeutic system. Having joined with Mr. 

A pnor to Ms. N's involvement proved to be a useful intervention in that it started a shift 

in the distribution of power between them. My alliance with him prepared Mr. A to assert 

his needs with Ms. N in subsequent sessions. 

The couple bond had grown stronger during the course of therapy. The high 

degree cf defensiveness observeci initially was less evident. Their decision to get married 

was an indicator of the progress they had made, particularly considering that they had 

once before exercised their will to c d  off the engagement. 

ost-Test 

Positive change is indicated in the couple's post-test results (Figure 2). Mr. A's 

post-test results reflect an improvement in Task Accomplishment and Role Performance 

in decreasing fiom above average (weakness) to normal. Cornmunication remained 

somewhat the same with a slight decline. Affective Expression remained the same in the 

pst-test indicating a need to f ' e r  address the couple's inadequate affective 

communication. The improvement in the Anective Involvement score is perhaps the 

most noteworthy. Its shift h m  the most problematic dimension in the pre-test to almost 

average in the pst-test indicates either a significant improvement in the couple's 

complementarity or in Mr. A's acceptance of it. The Control score showed 

improvement, now falling within the average range, reflecting his perception of more 



flexibility and fewer power struggles. Values and N o m  remained relatively stable as the 

strongest dimension. 

Ms. N's post-test results are noteworthy in that ail the scores fell within the 

average to below average (strength) range. fmprovement is indicated in every dimension, 

with the most positive change iodicated in Role Performance and Communication, the 

two areas of Ms. N's strongest cornplaint at the outset of therapy. 

The most obvious discrepancy in the couple's scores lies in the areas of Affective 

Expression and Affective Involvement, with Mr. A indicating these as the weakest 

dimensions and Ms. N indicating these as the strongest, suggesting that while Ms. N's 

needs in these areas are k ing  met, Mr. A's are not, and that a rigid cornplementarity in 

this regard still exists. 

Fee- 

Both Mr. A and Ms. N expressed satisfaction with the help they had received and 

both indicated some improvement as a result. The most notable change for Mr. A was in 

his ability to more effectively communkate and to "express my dissatisfaction without 

fear of abandonment". Most helpful for him was the role of mediator that the therapist 

could play and the confidence this gave him in speaking up. Ms. N indicated the most 

notable change for her was in her ability to let go of the "little things" which decreased 

the tension in the house as a result. Most helpful to her was her new-found ability to look 

at herself differently. Both indicated no specific problems with the help they had received 

and reported their wiliingness to recommend their therapist to others. 

The B Family 

The B's are a single-parent, middle-class family (Figure 3). Mr. B (42) recently 

left his cornmon-law wife of eleven years, taking with him his two younger children, Ken 

(13) and A m  (7). His oldest son, Bob (23) iives independently with his girWend. Mr. B 

and Ms. G reportedly had a difncult relationship. Mr. B and the children were aliegedly 





subjected to motional abuse by Ms. G. An cscalation of physicai violence towards the 

children prompted Mr. B to remove himselfand the children h m  the fh i ly  home and 

make a report to Child and Family Services (CFS). Ms. G was subsequentiy charged on 

three counts of assault causing bodily harm. At the t h e  of the first intake interview, M.. 

B had been granted primary car- and control of the children and the family home, but ali 

fiuther legal dispositions were pending. 

Presenting Probiem 

Mr. B was referred by a CFS worker for f d y  therapy. Ken had a history of 

behaviour problems (diagnosed ADHD and on Rit& until two years ago), and was 

beginning to "act out" at home and at school. His grades were failing behind. The 

fighting between Ken and A m  was inmasing in fhquency and severity. Mr. B was 

feeling out of control with his children, but was also concerned about the psychological 

damage that may have resulted fimm the abuse as weU as fiom the marriage break-up. 

Assessrnent 

The initiai assessrnent was completed d e r  five sessions, each with difTerent 

subsystems-Mr. B individualiy, Mr. B and Am, and Mr. B, AM, and Ken. Two factors 

prolonged the information-gathering phase: 1) Mr. B's need (as requested by him) for 

individual sessions during this t h e ,  and 2) Ken's reluctance to attend sessions. 

Structur_e 

The B's are a single-parent family with many subsystems. Each of the three 

children stem fiom a different relatiomhip, yet Mr. B has had sole custody of Bob (as a 

child) and Ken, and for the interim, of Ann. Bob is estranged fkom his mother (whom he 

met this past summer for the first tirne since iafmcy), and Ken spends every second 

week-end with his mother, who is rernarried with a 17-year-old son. Ann would welcome 

some contact with her mother, however, Ms. G is currently legaliy prohibited fkom 

communicating with her. A rigid boundary exists within the parental subsystem. Due to 

the very high degree of marital conflict, no direct contact exists between Mr. B and Ms. 



G, which could likely jeopardize their ability to establish a workable parenthg 

relationsfiip with regards to Ann when this becornes 1- possible. 

Each family member, as an individual subsystem, is experiencing stress. Mr. B, 

who had initiated the family's dissolution, appears ovenwhelmed and discourageci, yet has 

shown a measure of strength in reaching out for help. Not only has his role within the 

W y  system expanded, but roles with extra-familial systems have been added, includhg 

the children's schools, CFS, the police, the legal system, and the f d y  therapist. Ken, 

although relieved that his stepmother has ken removed h m  his system, feels anger 

towards her, and feels the pain and lack of seIf-esteem of having been her victirn. Ann is 

feeling the confusion of having been hurt by her mother, yet at the sarne tirne, having 

been physically separated fkom a parent who also took care of her. Added to this trauma is 

the child's inability to lmow when she wilî see her mother again or what will happen to 

her. 

The family system as a whole has suddenly been thrown into a new living 

arrangement where the former unwritten rules and the former hierarchy no longer apply. 

Although Mr. B is attempting to establish rules consistent with a parent-child hierarchy, 

he fin& it difficult to exert his parental role as authority figure, making the boundanes 

between himself and the children unclear. The children appear to be testing the 

boundaries by creating a power stniggle, as evidenced in their unwillingness to cooperate 

in howhold chores and the constant fighting between Ann and Ken. Mr. B's abiiity to be 

numving and resourcefbl and to express affection and concem, and to organize 

recreational activities is clearly evident. The boimdmy ofthe family system as a whole 

has been opened up to the scrutiny of many other formal systems (as mentioned earlier), 

thereby cornplicating their ability to adapt to a new family structure. 

The sibling subsystem is under stress and the boundaries between them slightly 

rigid Because Ken felt unequal treatment h m  AM'S mother, he feels a resentrnent 

towards his sister. AM teases her brother, yet admires hirn and shows affection for him. 



Ken identifies some of AM'S character traits as simüar to her mother, yet hesitates to 

admit it opedy. Ken has often helped Ann with her homework, but recently has shown 

l e s  interest in this, to Ann's disappointment. Bob, who moved out three years ago, 

reportediy has a good relatiomhip with both Ken and AM. Both are quick to state that 

they iike him and enjoy his occasional visits. 

The parent-chilci subsystems are distinct, each having a separate history. Ken 

resents having been subjected to abuse by his stepmother and Mr. B feels guilt for not 

having "rescued" Ken sooner. This guilt adds to Mr. B's feelings of powerlessness with 

Ken, consequently jeopardizing his ability to set limits for Ken. Ann, a precocious child, 

is testing the boundary with her father by regularly insisting on her own way. She also 

plays the role of problem-solver when Mr. B and Ken get into an argument. This evidence 

points to a power hierarchy which is currently under duress. Whereas Mr. B is attempting 

to establish his authority, the children's inordinate amount of power is making this 

dificult to achieve. 

Clear cross-generational boundaries are evident. Mr. B's parents, who live in the 

neighbourhwd, have taken on a more central role with the family since the marriage 

separation by helping out with the instnunentai tasks around caregiving. For instance, 

they provide supervision for Ann durixïg the lunch hou, and are available on weekends 

and evenings for childcare, and have the family over for me&. There is no evidence to 

suggest role confusion between Mr. B and his parents. They appear to respect his rightfùl 

place as the children's parent. Mr. B's sister, who lives two blocks away, provides social 

contact as does her seventeen-year-old son. Mr. B reports having a good relationship with 

ail of his siblings. 

Ftexibilitv 
The B M y  system is in the process of reorganizing itself d e r  a long period of 

reported chaos and ultixnate crisis. The f d y  configuration is new, making existing 

behaviours and patterns of interaction open to suggestion and change. Mr. B is pqrsuing 



help for his f e  (as he has in the past for himselfand for Ken) in order to prevent more 

negaîive M o u t  fkom their previous chaotic family Me. Unfinished legal business 

challenges the M y  subsystem to be ready for the unexpeckd as the process unfolds 

regardhg criminal charges against the children's motherfstepmother and cwtody and 

access issues between the parents. 

Cohesion 

Even though the f d y  and its subsystems have undergone undue stress and a 

resultant crisis, an exnotionai attachment between members is clearly evident Mr. B's 

attachment is different with each of his children in keeping with their developmental 

stage, but also in keeping with their distinctive needs with respect to die departed family 

member. Ann, king younger, more dependent, and physically separated h m  her 

biological mother, requires a stronger comectedness with her faîher. Because Ken's 

relationship with his biological mother remains unchangeci, and he is beginning to test his 

autonomy as a teenager, the resonance of his relationship with his father differs fiom that 

of Ann's to reflect the stability of his relationship with his mother and his growing need 

for more independence. 

The B's, after having been a remmieci family for eleven years, are suddenly a 
* .  

one-parent family set adrift in a legal battlefield in two courts of law-cnmuial and family. 

Their environment includes both sources of support and stress. The sources of support 

include Mr. B's parents, his oldest son, Bob, and his girl fiend, a Wend of Mr. B 's who 

is a police officer, the children's teachea, and the therapeutic system. This support helps 

alleviate the stress induced by the ongoing legal proceedings. Although Mr. B has work 

contracts (which provide financial support), the e x t e d  stresson, with their intendant 

obligations, constrain his work tirne, this in tum, causing more financial stress in the face 

of mounting legal fees. Extensive home renovations begun prior to the separation are at a 

s tanddl  adding a degree of physicai discornfort to daily living and increased pressure on 



Mr. B to complete these projects. Mr. B's estrangeci wife is a source of stress when she 

tries to communicate with Ann through her own parents who phone the house to try to 

speak to her. 

w 
The B f d y  is in tninsitional crisis related to the break-dom of a common-law 

marriage. Major individual adjustments must be made at the emotional level as it adjusts 

to the upheaval of the separation, and at a practicd level as it deals with problems 

associated with adjustment to a new Mestyle (Stem-Peck & Manocherian, 1988). The 

household and parenting tasks once carried out by Ms. G must now be carrïed out by Mr. 

B and the children in age-appropriate ways. These adjustments have interrupted the 

family's developmental tasks and have resulted in chaos and disequilibrium in the entire 

family system (Carter & McGoldrick, 1988). 

The dissolution of the f&y has taken place during its adolescent phase of 

development, with Ken experiencing the physical, psychological and relational changes 

normal for a fourteen-year-old which move him towards solidifjbg an identity and 

establishing autonomy fkom the family (Garcia-Preto, 1988). The B family m u t  redefine 

the t e m  of the parent-child relationship regarding issues of Ken's autonomy, 

responsibility, and control. This will require the flexibility of family boundaries and a 

change in Mr. B's parental authority to permit Ken greater independence and 

developmental growth (Garcia-Preto, 1988). Mr. B's task at this stage is to retain control 

while at the same t h e  "being objective, supportive, and democratic" (p. 263), a task that 

he is finding very difficult. 

The strengthening of the boundaries between Mr. B and Ken, a structurai change 

fundamental to this stage of development, must also be considered in the context of the 

abuse Ken expenenced by his stepmother. The developmental ta& of separation could be 

perceived by Mr. B as Ken distancing himself out of anger towards him for not having 

rescued him sooner, whiie Mr. B is wanting emotional closeness as reasurrance that 



everything is OK. On the other hanci, the task of separation might have been made easier 

by the departme of Ken's stepmother whose abusive parenthg wodd have interfered witb 

his development. In this sense, Ken is experiencing a sense of closure rather than the need 

to grieve the loss of a parent iike his sister is. 

Ann is griwing the loss of her mother f?om the family home. She has also k e n  

hurt by her, but unüke Ken, continues to feel a sense of loyalty towards her. She finds 

herseif in the middle of her parents' bitter conflict, and may be feeling a sense of guilt for 

having given a statement to police regardhg her mother's abusive behaviour. The 

confused feeling of loyalty and betrayai of trust would fiuther compromise Ann's ability 

to adjust to the new f d y  structure. 

Elementary school-age children like Ann benefit fhrn time given to pmcessing 

the idea of their parent's separation (Stern-Peck & Manocherian, 1988). Because of the 

family's hasty deparhue tiom the home and the chaotic circumstances surrounding it, 

preparing for the event was not possible. Adding to this confusion is her fear for her 

rnother's well-king and the fear relaîed to not being allowed to see her or talk to her at 

the present t h e .  

Mr. B's deveiopmental task is to resolve the emotio~ml attachment he had for Ms. 

G. This process began well before the physical separation, but the intense ongoing 

conflict, Uustrated by his inabiiity to ta& with her, will require resolution for the sake of 

AM'S a d j m e n t .  Mr. B mut retrieve a sense of self that will enable him to carry on as 

a singie-parent (Stem-Peck & Manocherian, 1 988). 

9 
Several interpretations of the children's role as symptom bearers present 

themselves. The children's difficult behaviour may play a role in maintainhg the family's 

transactional patterns that they have grown accustomed to. Even though these patterns 

were abusive, they are f d a r  to them. Ken's escalahg behaviour problems may be 

serving his need for his father's attention, in view of his having felt disbelieved by his 



fbther about the abuse he suffered k m  Ms. G. His misbehaviour could also help to 

diffw any c o d i c t  between Mr. B and Ann as a result of the separafion between A m  and 

her mother by defiecting attention ont0 himself. Ann, by testing her father's control over 

her, may be invithg her father to prove himself as a capable Mer-as capable as her 

mother was in controlling her. By focusing on the ctiildren's need for a therapeutic 

response to their having been harmed physicdy, emotionally, and psychologicaiiy by 

their mother/stepmother, Mt. B is detouring his own needs as an individuai who has also 

k e n  victimized. His focus on the children's needs may afford hirn a measure of 

protection h m  seKemmbation of his own d e  in the troubled M y .  

The General Scale was sidministered to Mr. B and Ken (Figure 4). AM was 

excluded fkom completing this measure due to her young age. AU of Ken's scores 

fell weli within the average range. His d t s  indiwted his satisfaction with the way the 

family related to each other, however, his inability as an adolescent to recognize how his 

behaviour impacts other f d y  membea should be considered, as should his aimost 

certain cornparison with his pre-separation familhi experience. His Social Desirability 

score, slightly above average at 54 (not shown) could point to a problem with validity 

whereas his Defensiveness score of 50 (not shown) does not. Mr. B's results indicated 

problems in the areas of Control, Role Performance, and Task Accomplishment. The 

discrepancy between the results pointed to possible discord between father and son. These 

findings corroborated my clinical assessment. His Social Desirability and Defensiveness 

scores of 42 and 40 respectively (not shown), suggest the results are valid. 

Tent&e Hypotheses 

The B family structure is in transition h m  a remmied family to a single-parent 

family. Each subsystem (individual, parental, parent-child, and sibling) is king 

challenged to adapt to new roles and new transactional patterns. The psychological 

trauma resulting fkom abuse and separation, and the absequent legal proceedings, are 
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compromising the system's ability to adapt to the new structurai c o n t a  The children's 

escalating behaviour problems are symptomatic of an ineffective power hierarchy, lacking 

adequate authority in the parental subsystem and too much power in the sibling 

subsystem. The structural disruptions of moving to a single-parent household are 

ovetlapping with the adalescent phase in the family We cycle, M e r  complicating the 

family' s ability to readj ust. 

Goals 

The goals of therapy for the B family were fourfoid: 

1) To mate  ciear boundaries between the parent and child subsystem. 

2) To help Mr. B exert his authoritative role as parent. 

3) To strengthen the sibling subsystem. 

4) To support each member in pmcessing issues related to famdy violence and separation 

in order to strengthen their abiiity to adjust to a new family structure. 

lnfententiuns 

1 met with the B family for a total of 18 sessions between ûctober and May. An 

elernent that set this case apart h m  the others during the assesment phase was my 

difficulty in contracting with Mr. B. 1 came to realize through reflection and supervision 

that this clhical dilemma on my part reflected the multiple levels of chaos that the client 

was experiencing and the urgency with which he desired change for himself. his children, 

and the family as a whole. It was after my recogninng the confusion with the various 

layers of work required, that 1 was able to explore this with him and deliberately contract 

to engage in family subsystem work. 

Joining with the B's was a graduai process. Meeting with Mr. B individually for 

the first two sessions gave us t h e  to develop an understanding for each other and gave 

him time to develop his trust in me as their potential helper. 1 was given the oppomiaty 

to empathize with his situation and ask sensitive questions which wouid have k e n  



inappropriate in the children's presence. F m  an asesment perspective, his questiog 

several individuai sessions at the beginning indicated heaithy parent-child boundaries. 

These individual sessions also provided the oppoaunity to confirm Mr. B's sense 

of self as a single parent, understanding that his role in the farnily would be strengthened 

if his selfkespect was confïrmed (Fishman, 1988). Even though he had taken the step to 

remove h e l f  and the chiidren h m  a bad situation, he was now faced with increasing 

stresses of a dBerent sort. By my renaming his move as a courageous acf he was able to 

see himself in a different Light and felt bolstered during bouts of feeling defeated. My 

comboration and support of him as the singie-parent were a defense against the 

occasional doubts he had about what was correct or appropriate. 

A good portion of our time during individual sessions was also spent on issues 

related to the dificult and complex overlap between criminal and family law. Ms. G had 

been charged with three counts of assaulc and while these criminal charges were pending, 

the f d y  court was proceeding with determining visitation nghts. Feeling 

disempowered by the legal system, Mr. B would find a measure of relief in venting his 

fhstrations in our sessions. Sirnultaneously undergohg a courtsrdered family 

assesment, added to his burden of meeting more scheduled appointrnents and opening up 

wounds yet again. Added to this was the pressure of maintabhg his and the chilhn's 

best appearances under the scrutiny of an impartial party. 

When Mr. B began to request Ann's participation in therapy, followed by Ken, it 

indicated to me that our joining process had been successfil. A Limiteci amount of work 

was directed at acknowledging and dealing with the abuse that the children had 

experienced, and took place in Mr. B's presence. A m  required much sensitivity on rny 

part in eliciting her expression of wnflicting emotions about the marriage break-up and 

her mother7s criminal charges. My engaging her in drawing and writing out her 

responses on paper also served to mode1 a communication technique for Mr. B who was 

very concemed that she was not talking about these things. The 'WNumiring Game" was a 



good joining tool for AM but also proved to be a valuable communication tool in a later 

session with dl fami& members. Acknowledging the abuse that Ken had expenenced 

was essentid in beginning my work wïth him. 1 arranged for this to take place in AM'S 

absence in order to relieve him of his need to protect her. Knowing that he had received 

psychotherapy in the past to address these issues, and that my focus of attention was the 

f d y  as a whole, 1 dealt with the impact of the abuse on fm relationships. Ken 

responded welI to humour, and although Mi. B had been skeptical that Ken would agree 

to participate in f d y  therapy, he cooperated M y  in the session. In joining with Ken 1 

explored his personal interests and cornpetencies in an effort to build on his sense of 

self-worth. Ahhough he did not attend fûrther sessions at EHCC, he responded positive& 

to several in-home sessions that were introduced several months later. 

Normalizing the f d y ' s  experience was necessary to alleviate the initial tension. 

1 directed nomalizuig statements to each of them individually. To Mr. B, 1 stated that 

considering the upheaval and emotional tonnent that he had corne through, his feelings of 

stress, fhstration, guilt, and exhaustion could certaidy be understood. Ken's testing the 

boundaries of behaviour by acting out was normalized by defining this as both 

age-appropnate and not uncornmon among adolescents who have expenenced abuse. 

AM'S inability to talk about her experiences was normalized for her by helping her 

communicate in age-appropriate ways and by helping her understand that having 

"mixed-up feelings" about her mom was O.K. 1 reassured them that a measure of general 

chaos wuld be expected after the dissolution of a fïrmiy estabiished farnily pattern, even 

though that family pattem had also ken chaotic. 

At approxirnately the midpoint of the course of therapy, 1 had seen Ken only once 

together with Mr. B and AM and it was ualikely that he would r e m  even though he had 

reportedly been satisfied with the session. 1 offered Mr. B the opportun@ of in-home 

sessions in order that Ken could be included and in order to effect more immediate 



change h m  within the family's environment. His openness to this idea resulted in family 

sessions in the home and his individual sessions in the office. 

AUying with Mr. B as a parent was the cornmon intervention in ali familv 

sessions. This was a structural maneuver aimed at shifting the distribution of power h m  

the children to the parent. This included backing up Mr. B in his d e  as nile setter during 

family sessions by invithg him to speak authoritatively and explicitly with his children, 

and by providing parenting education during our individuai sessions. 

Time was given to cIariQhg boundaries between and among subsystems. The 

issues of who would do what, when, and how were made even more cnticd when Mr. B's 

oldest son, Bob, moved into the family home with his girlfkiend A family session mund 

the kitchen table facilitateci this very weU. Each mernber was supported in finding their 

age-appropriate, funciional place in the system and in communicating both their 

emotional and instrumental needs to each d e r .  It was clarifiled that Mr. B's position as 

leader of the household did not change even though there now were two additional adults 

in the family home who were occasionaliy called upon to be in charge during his absence. 

Family membea were given the opportunity to discover new aspects of 

themselves. 1 nurtured thû by helping each individual see the successes they were 

experiencing-Mr. B as a person and a parent, Ken as a son, brother, grandson, fkiend, and 

student, and Am as a daughter, sister, granddaughter, fiend, and student. An in-home 

session which included Mr. B's mother gave evidence of their movement towards 

positive change. "Grandma" stated that she had observed great improvement in the way 

the children cooperated with her md with each 0 t h  during t h e s  when she was put in 

charge. Mr. B, in turn, agreed that there had been a tiffy-percent improvement and that he 

was expecting that to increase to eighty-percent. They were evidently changing their 

perspectives nom that of king a chaotic M y  with problematic childm to that of king 

not only a family experiencing a measure of success, but of king capable of much more. 

For the children to hear this was most likely a pivotal moment for them. 



I manipulated the f e s  affect as a technique on two occasions each of which 

were intended to shift pwer  to the parental subsystem. The childrec were accushg their 

father and their grandmother of being "mean- when carrying out executive tasks such as 

assigning responsibilities to Ken or hstructing Ann in the outdoor clothing she needed to 

Wear. The children's tactic was paralynng Mr. B and his mother in fear that the children 

would perceive them the way they had perceived their mother and stepmother or that 

they would arrive at school in an emotional upsa thereby putting them in a bad Light as 

caregivers. I utilized this dynamic by becoming playfiil and exaggerating the children's 

accusations, dl the while knowing that they were blufnng. Amid their d e s ,  1 invited 

the children to express how they reaily felt about their father and grandmottier-that they 

were in fact kind, caring, and generous individuals. Mr. B expressed to me in a later 

session how k i n g  it had been for him to understand how the children were "playing" 

him, and that he could now exert his rightful authority with more seK-conf7dence and with 

a lessened preoccupation with making a bad impression with the school. 

Tension between family members had eased noticeably by March. They were not 

arguing as much with each other, and Mr. B's cornplaints about the children's resistance 

to household tasks diminished. Stabilinng the family system gave them the abiiity to 

better cope with the stress genenited within extrafiamiliai systems which became more 

complex with tirne. For example, Mr. B expressed incratsd dissatisfaction with his legal 

counsel, Ms. G appeared to be "gathering her forces" and devising new tactics for the 

custociy dispute, and the parental supervisor's inability to stay within the boundaries of 

her role during visits between Ms. G and Am aroused Mr. B's suspicions and anxiety. 

His sense of needing to be ever vigilant and on guard took a heavy emotiod toll. 

Although a measure of progress had been made, closing with the B famify felt 

prematue for them and for me. They had corne a considerable distance in their shifi to a 

new family arrangement, but we were aware of the enonnous challenges that lay ahead 

for them. Mr. B's request for referrals for both himself and A m  testified to his 



detemhtion to build on the growth they had corne to experience. He registered for a 

general parenting course through CFS and expressed interest in attending a course 

relating specificaUy to adolescents as well. 1 informeci him of a support p u p  for abuseci 

men which he promptly contacted, requesting that his name be placed on a waiting List. A 

primary wncem of his continued to be Am's need to tak to a counseUor around issues of 

king in the middle of a parental dispute, anticipation of h a  rnother's triai, and the 

complicated vis* with her mother. He also wanted Ken to receive therapy with respect to 

hk abuse history and was hoping to comect him with the psychologkt he had seen in the 

past. I provided him with names of several agencies that could meet these ne&. 

Evaiuation 

1 had observed considerable positive movement within this f'amily over the 

seven-month course of therapy. There was less tension in the home, i n m e n t a l  tasks 

were better o r g h d ,  Mr. B had attained increased respect k m  his children in his role 

as parent, and the children's fighting had decreased. Mr. B presented as generally more 

self-confident than he had at the outset. Perhaps his comment that family iife sometimes 

felt very natural now-as if "it had always been this way," was the best indicaior of 

improved family bctioning. Ken continued to experience dificulty at school with the 

possibility of having to repeat the school year, however, it was Mr. B's feeling that "he 

would be OK". 

ost-Test 

The General Scale was administered at tenniaation with Ken and Mr. B (Figure 

4). Whereas Ken's results had initiaily been well within the strength area, and possibly 

distorted to a degree, they now reflected a more realistic pichue, yet still within the 

average range with the exception of Affective Expression, an indication of hadequate or 

overly intense affective expression. His Social Desirability and Defensiveness scores (not 

shown) each increased by two points to 54 and 56 respectively, niggesthg a slight 

distortion, although still within the average range. Mr. B's results showed improvement 



in ail categories, but most importantly in the Control dimension which was UiitiaIly the 

most problematic. There was Little discrepancy between the dyadic scores, and the overail 

ratings were identical at 52, indicating a symmetry in their perception of their f d y ' s  

fiinctioning. His Social Desirability score (not shown) increased nom 42 to 48 and 

Defensiveness score (not shown) increased fiom 40 to 50. The increases stili f d  within 

the normal range and therefore do not c d  into question the validity of his results. 

F o m  

Mr. B cornpleted the Client Feedback Form in which he indicated being very 

satisfied with the therapy he and his farnily had received. He noted very much 

improvement in their situation as a result, the biggest change k i n g  their ability to 

understand each other better, to take time to ben to each other, and generally "get dong 

better". Mr. B stated that the most helpful aspect of therapy was for his children to corne 

to understand that taking to a therapist can help them solve their problems. He 

appreciated the cccaring and respectfil" way that ail three of them had been dealt with, 

particularly howing how diff~cult it had been for the children to participate at the outset. 

The C Famiiy 

The C family consists of a mother (37) and her daughter Aiice (1 1) (Figure 5). 

Until three months prior to the referral, they had lived for eight years with Ms. C's 

common-law husband, Tom, a man addicted to alcohol and, reportedly, both verbaily and 

emotionally abusive toward them. Ms. C's first husband, and the father to Alice, left the 

family soon after her birth and has since had Limited and inconsistent contact with Alice. 

Ms. C is employed six days a week in a low-wage job which keeps her away fkom home 

until7:OO in the evening. She had received help fiom the school social worker who in 

turn involved Child and Family Services. The CFS worker referred Ms. C to the 

Elizabeth Hiil Counselling Centre for family therapy after their attempt to provide an 

in-home support worker for Ms. C proved unsuccessful. 
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fiesenthg Rob&m 

Since moving out on their own, Aüce's behaviour had becorne vexy difncult at 

home, at schooi, and in the neighbourhd She was easily triggered to lash out 

physically at other children, the most recent incidents at school resuiting in four weeks of 

suspension. Being unsupervised at home, she had several nui-ins with a group of 

adolescents who had entered the fàmily home, threatening Alice and trashing the 

apartment. ALice had spent occasioaal nights elsewhere without her mother knowing her 

whereabouts. Ms. C felt incapable of handling Alice and feared that her stress level was 

impacthg her work and that she may ultimately lose her job. 

Assesment 

stnsme 

The family system consists of a single parent and daughter dyad. The systern is in 

chaos with very few d e s  governing its transactions. Absence of a parent-child hierarchy 

is evident. The boundary b e ~ n  Ms. C and Alice is blurred resulting in a skewed system 

of an ineffective parent and a powerful child. Nice refuses any directives fkom her 

mother and Ms. C feels incapable of controlling her daughter's behaviour. A pattem of 

complementarity is evident in their abüity to accompiish tasks, i.e., Ms. C does everything 

and Alice does nothing to contribute to household maintenance. Verbal communication 

patterns fluctuate between intense anger and loving concem fkom hour to hour and day to 

day. Verbal fights are an increasing problem but are tempered by regular physical acts of 

affection by Alice towards her mother. Mother and daughter write loving notes to each 

other every morning as a way of comecting afkr Ms. C has left for work Despite the 

occasional show of affection, there is evidence of a cornplementary pattern of victim (Ms. 

C) and abuser (Alice). 

Ms. C is in a relationship with Alex, a man she befkiended while still living with 

Tom. He spends every weekend and occasional evenings during the week with them. Ms. 

C admires Alex and questions why he would be interested in her. He does not get 



involved in the parenting diredy, yet reportedly encourages Ms. C to be more 

authoritative with Alice. ALice, on the other han& resents Alex's presence and blames 

him for Ms. C's limited t h e  with her. Alex, however, likes Alice as  evidenced by his 

reported patience with her and hi9 gi fb  to her. Despite Alex's overtures and demands for 

more of her time and attention, Ms. C is not ready to commit herseif to this relationship 

and is attempting to maintain as much independence as possible, but finding it di5cult to 

maintain a clear boundary between the family system and Alex. Because Ms. C feels the 

pressure to defer to the needs of both Alice and Alex, she lacks sdficient differentiation 

to constitute herself alone as a functional subsystem. Both Alex and Alice are invading 

her persona1 boundsnes. 

A rigid boundary exists withlli the father-daughter subsystem. Being alcoholic and 

involved with another family unit, Alice's biological father is unavailable to her, a reality 

which Alice fin& very h u m .  A rigid boundary exists between the parents. 

Communication between Ms. C and Alice's father is infrequent and conflictual, M e r  

complicating the parents' ability to arrange visits. Ms. C knows how much these visits 

mean to Alice, but would just as soon not have them take place due to the reported 

negative influence her father has on her. 

The family systern is involved with multiple forma1 qstems. The boundary 

between family and school is ngid. The boundary between family and CFS is flexible yet 

problematic in that Ms. C's expecbtions of help are not king met. The boundary 

between Ms. C and her employer are rigid and possibly tenuous as family stress 

jeopardizes her ability to perfom her job effectively. - 
The system is currently underorganized The family's premorbid patterns of 

mother-daughter interaction are no longer functional in this new system. Because Ms. C 

and Alice were both controlied by Tom until their separation, Ms. C has never learned to 

exert parentai authority, nor has Alice experienced her mother in this role. Ms. C claims 



an inability to assert herseif with Alice but is reaching out for help with this. Alice's 

tolerance for having her mother in charge is iimited. Her insolent behaviour with her 

mother and her violent outbirrsts at school are a recent phenomenon. Her ability to show 

a sense of caring and affection, however, suggests that positive change is possible. 

Cohesion 

The boundaries between Ms. C and Alice are enmeshed as a r e d t  of having lived 

under Tom's power and control for eight years. They have been each other's only source 

of love and affection and have developed a relationship resembling a sibling subsystem. 

Alice claims that her mother tells her everything. Ms. C' s involvement with Alex is, 

therefore, putting stress on this sibling-like system. 
. ife C m  

Ms. C's own history is fraught with separations and losses. S he was fostered in 

multiple homes since birth and gave up a child for adoption at the age of sixteen. She met 

one of her biological sistea a few years ago, but they reportedly have Little in cornmon 

and contact is innequent. Ms. C has occasional contact with Alice' s father and his family 

but this is usually of a stresshl nature. Child support payments are minimal 

(approximately $150.00/month) and inconsistent. Ms. C is still on speaking tenns with 

Tom, who lends her his vacuum cleaoer when she needs it. A girfiend Lives a block 

away but she is not an instnunental or ernotional resource for her. Ms. C and Nice spend 

a lot of time at the neighbour's where they often eat or simply "hang out". Alex provides 

the most consistent support, yet Ms. C cornplains of being "smothered" by him at times. 

Ms. C's work, while it does provide an income, is a source of much stress. The 

hours are long, the shifts are split, the wages are low and do not cover her living costç. 

She uses the bus for transportation which adds to her hours away h m  home. Ms. C has 

insornnia which can 1st  for days, compromising her ability to cope at home and at work. 



The C family is in a transitional cnsis related to the dissolution of a common-law 

relationship. Ms. C and Alice are begllming a life apart fiom Tom, an alcoholic man who 

has kept them on a "short leash". They are experiencing &dom from this former reality 

at an emotional level, while simultaneously attempting to make adjustments at a practical 

level (Stem-Peck & Manocherian, 1988) in ternis of reduced income, new housing, and 

new responsi bilities associated with parenting. They are experiencing chaos and 

disequilibrium as a result (Carter Br McGoldrick, 1988). New d e s  pertaining to who will 

do what and when have not yet been established. Alice runs away at times to escape the 

confîicts at home. 

This transitional crisis is intemptmg the tasks associated with the family's 

adolescent phase of development Alice is at a stage marked by her growing definition of 

her individuality and her desire to establish her autonomy by spending more time in 

social activity outside the home with peers (Carter & McGoldrick, 1 988; Garcia-Preto, 

1988). What makes her development somewhat unique is that her sense of autonomy has 

k e n  triggered very suddenly rather than developing gradually with time. The absence of 

Tom, a stepparent who had tight control over her, has given Alice a sense of unguarded 

fieedom to test the boundaries with her mother, school authorities, and school mates. 

Ms. C's expectations of Alice also require a natural evolution in keeping with her 

increased autonomy, however, she is unable to deterrnine how much accountability to 

demand or what her expectations of Nice should be, a task made even more difficult by 

her history with Tom. Unlike the stages of normal family development, Ms. C must leam 

how to exert parental control (a new task for her) while at the same time, incorporating 

more flexible boundaries. 

Ms. C, in her development as a single parent, must retrieve a sense of self that 

will enable her to carry on as a single-parent (Stern-Peck, 1988). This task is 

complicated by the trauma she endured fiom the psychological abuse over many y-. 



Lacking a network of peers, she is now leaning inappropriately on Nice for emotional 

support (Stern-Peck & Manocherian, 1988). Her parental tolerance is also low because 

Ms. C was never able to experience emotional autonomy fiom her own parents, having 

been raised in foster homes as a child and group homes as an adolescent and teenager 

(Garcia-Preto, 1 9 8 8). 

Ms. C is feeling overwhelmed and fiustrated by the tasks of single-parenting and 

adolescence and struggles with wanting to give up al1 responsibility by asking CFS to 

take control (Garcia-Preto, 1988) by removing Alice fiom the home. 

a 
By focusing on Alice as the problem, Ms. C is detouring her own issues of 

ineffective parenting. The power that Alice has over her mother, further remforces her 

central position in the dyad Ms. C's capitulation to her, in hirn, reinforces her need to 

detour onto Alice. 

FAM II3 Pre-Tesl 

The results of Ms. C's pre-test using the Dyadic Relationships Scaie (Figure 6) 

indicate problems in the areas of Role Performance, Control, and Values and Noms. 

This corroborates with my clinical assessrnent of the lack of an effective power 

hierarchy resulting in considerable role tension and conflict, lack of parental control, 

aggressiveness, and a dissonance in the family's value system which causes confuçion 

and tension. Ms. C's scores in Communication, Affective Expression, and Involvement 

fa11 within the average range, suggesting her comfort with a high degree of affection and 

involvement with Nice. Nice's results are noteworthy in that they al1 fa11 well within 

the range of family strengths, underscoring her inability to understand the operations of a 

Functional family structure, and possibly her inability to understand the questions. 

Because of the absence of the Social Desirability and Defensiveness scales in the Dyadic 

Relationships Scale, the vaiidity of the scores were not assessed. 



Figure 6: FAM Profile (Dyadic Relationships Seale) 
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Tenfative Hypotheses 

This is a family fiactured by domestic violence. Leaving a bad situation has 

opened up opportunities for positive change, but also for a compounding of many 

stresson in al1 the family's intemal and extemal systems. The inherent structural 

problems in this mother/daughter dyad impede their ability to cope with the many 

challenges. Leaving Tom has left a power vacuum. Their enmeshed relationship makes it 

difficult for them to understand age-appropriate roles and behaviour. Ms. C fin& it 

difficult to exert her parental role, which is causing confusion and anxiety for Alice. 

These structural dificulties combined with the trauma related to years of psychological 

abuse from Tom, are contributing to Alice's need to lash out at school, in the community, 

and at home. 

Goah 

The goals are directed at seveml levels: 

1) To stabilize the systems involved with the family (CFS, CGC, school administration, 

and EHCC) in order to streamline interventions for a more effective result. 

2) To clarify the boundaries between mother and daughter in order that Ms. C can 

support the developmental needs of her daughter. 

3) To increase Ms. C's ability to exert her parental role in order that Alice be ailowed to 

feel the age-appropriate fieedom of childhood without the pressure of pseudo-parental 

responsibilities. 

Interventr*ons 

Becawe Ms. C and Alice constituted a high-risk, multiple needs family, 1 took 

particular care in the joining process, knowing that any measure of positive movement on 

their part would require their trust in me to understand their needs. One of the most 

immediate and practical joining maneuvers was to accommodate their need for home 

visits. Our first meeting was in November at which time we contracted to meet at 7:00 in 

the evening on a weekly basis. These sessions continued until the end of April with only 



afewuitemrpicimnecessitatedbytheChrismiasbreak,meirmoveu>aoea-ceSideace, 

Ms.C7sbriefstqinhospital.andmytwo-eMcatim in- 17sessiomaereheld 

wnh the family, and 3 sessiom were held with their formal qstems. 

nie fm session set the toae for our ongoing worlr ü g e t k -  1 had a -gnrrine 

respect for these two iodividuals, kmwing tha~ tbey had demonstmted a capacity for 

change in having had the courage to leave Tom I wuld recognk k i r  individual 

cornpetencies and made a point of empbasizing these knowing that Ms. C was feeling 

particularly ciefeated and Nice was feeling angry and confked. Thus, our first emx>unter 

was Qfined by naming their strengths raîher than their limitations, which in tim gave 

them a sense of hope and motivation, not to mention a willingness to see me again By 

spending time over coffee, or an occasional game at the kitchen table, they not only 

began to accept me as a tnisted partner, but learned how to have a good t ine as  a defense 

against k ing caught up in an ever-present crisis. 

1 soon came to real W that in this family context, despite my repeated attempts at 

psi  ti ve re framing and normal izing, assessrnent was an ongoing process. Developments 

from one week to the next were completely unpredictable and new information would 

surface at each session necessitating a reevaluation of their functioning. For example, we 

were well into the course of therapy when it came to light that Nice had a bedwetting 

problem or that Ms. C was playing the VLT7s between work assignments and was, 

therefore, unable to meet the rent without Alex's help, or that Ms. C had loaned money to 

her neighbour with a garnbling addiction even though she knew this to be against her 

better judgment. Ms. C's medical problems were disclosed slowly over tirne, and her 

unexpected hospitalization was another one of those "surprises" that 1 came to expect. 1 

needed to remind myself that what was most important was their Pace and their 

perception of positive change rather than my adherence to a strict theoretical mode! and 

prescri bed time frarne. The need for multidimensional interventions became apparent, 

and 1 began to understand my roles as those of facilitator, advocate, and ally within the 



family system as well as their ecological systems, including the school, the Child 

Guidance Clinic, and Child and Farnily SeMces (CFS). 

One of my first interventions was to set up a meeting at the school which included 

Ms. C, the vice-principal, and a school superintendent to discw Alice's need to be in 

school, Ms. C's need to feel secure that her daughter was king supervised, the school's 

need to provide a d e  environment for other midents, and how these collective needs 

could be dovetailed most effectively. 1 took this opportunity to advocate for the farnily 

and to facilitate Ms. C's "finding her voice7' with the school administration. As a result 

of this session, the school administration agreed to appoint an aid to supervise Alice for 

aftemoons only upon her retum to school following her suspension, and if she could 

prove henelf capable, to attend mornhgs unsupervised. Alice did prove henelf capable 

of controlling her angry outbunts and attended school regularly for the next three 

months. 

ln a subsequent move to stabilize the systems, I contacted the social worker at the 

Child Guidance Clinic who in turn, set up a joint meeting with the CFS case worker and 

Alice's newly appointed support worker in order to define and clarify our distinctive 

roles, to share new and relevant information, and to plan for the fuhire. The support 

worker was assigned to spend after-school houn with Alice three days a week until Ms. 

C returned fiom work. This assignrnent also proved successful. Aiice liked her worker, 

who helped her with homework, provided recreation outside the home, and modeled 

consistent and unconditionai support. Undergirding these efforts was my ongoing effort 

to empower the farnily. I repeatedy communicated to Nice my belief in her ability to 

prove herself and my admiration for her successes, and invited Ms. C to do the same. 

This was a restructuring move designed to separate her role as supportive parent from 

Alice's role of dependent child, but it also demoastrated my multidimensional roles of 

numirer, teacher, and role mode1 for the family. 



The C's had many concrete ne& that required addressing and because of their 

primary importance, often relegated the other therapeutic goals to a secondary status. In 

t h ,  1 often felt the pull between paralysis and the need to temper possible 

overinvolvement. For instance, Ms. C's job demanded long hours, split shifls, multiple 

daily bus rides, and relatively low wages. 1 could normalïze her feelings of despair and 

exhaustion related to this, but it was up to her to become pro-active in seeking out new 

work assignments and different employment options, which she then did over the course 

of time. When her exorbitant rent payrnents necessitated Ms. C to Iocate alternative 

housing, 1 supported and encouraged her in her search, but did not undertake these 

responsibilities for ber. She did locate a different apartment and she did manage to pack 

up and move her belongings, even though she had to rely on Tom, the man she le£t, in 

order to have these practical needs met. I admired her ability to reach short-term goals 

through creative problem-solving despite the many obstacles, and did not hesitate to 

acknowledge her ongoing accomplishments. 

This type of nurturing intervention, referred to as "reparenting" (Kaplan & Girard, 

1994) was strongly indicated in this case. Ms. C failed to receive the numinng support of 

parents as a chilci, therefore 1 availed myself as a temporary parent figure in order to 

decrease her need to depend on Alice in inappropriate ways. In attempting to trigger a 

structural shift in this way, my hope was that Ms. C would experience a new 

self-confidence which wouid, in tum, equip her to respond more effectively and 

positive1 y toward Alice. 

Throughout our time together, a primary intervention strategy was to put Ms. C in 

charge. For example, by encouragrng her to determine workuig goals and by helping her 

enact alternative responses to Alice's belligerence, 1 hoped to convey to them both my 

belief in Ms. C's cornpetence as a parent. This area continued to be a challenge 

throughout the therapeutic contract HaWig had no positive parenting as a child and 

having given up the nght and responsibility as Alice's parent to Tom until their 



separaîion, Ms. C had littie experience in asserting her authority and Mice had liale 

respect for her as an authority figure. When she occasionally did speak with authority 

when asking Alice to tidy up, and when Alice did oblige, I emphasized their success as 

reinforcement. 

The family's communication patterns were in constant flux. Ms. C was often 

highly stressed and at times made ALice the target of ber frustration When Nice would 

respond by mouthing off at her mother, I asked Ms. C to tell Alice that her language was 

unacceptable and 1 attempted to facilitate clearer communication betweem them by 

helping Ms. C separate what was her responsibility as an adult from Alice's 

responsibilities. When Alice would respond by refusing to talk or by leaving the rwm, 1 

would explore the fears which could possibly lie beneath Alice's anger. For example, 

following Ms. C's hospitalùation, she was wamed about the il1 effects of smoking and 

was strongly encouraged to quit. Alice's verbal attacks on her rnother were on the 

increase, and after exploring what was behind her anger, she was able to tell her mother 

how scared she had been during her mother's hospitalization and that her choice to put 

her health at risk by smoking was fnghtening her. 

Ms. C considered her ineffectiveness in dealing with Alice as another area in 

which she was a failure. 1 continually countered ths by creaîing a language of strength 

and hope, believing that offering them a different view of themselves would help build 

their self-esteem, thereby rnaintaining their motivation to change. 

Although change was incremental and inconsistent, by mid February Ms. C noted 

that she was occasionally seeing Alice genulnely happy for the first time in her life. 

Alice's support worker had dso observed positive change, as had the school. The CGC 

social worker noted that Alice's appearance was taking on a more age-appropriate look. 

By the end of March several significant changes were evident Ms. C was parenting with 

considerably more authority and detennination. Her work situation had stabilized and 

she was no longer playing the VLT's between shifts, her job was located closer to home 



allowing her to waik or cycle to work, and she was home by 4:30 which gave her more 

time with Alice. Ms. C was making plans to begin attending weekly Aianon meetings 

and a family membenhip at the Y was king considered There was l a s  fighting in the 

home, Alice had stayed in school, and she was registered for a baby-sitting course. 

Al1 this suddenly changed when by April the family was again in crisis. They had 

relocated to more affordable housing, but dso, unbelaiownst to them, were now 

neighbouring a group home for adolescent boys. It was only a matter of weeks before 

Nice becarne involved with a number of the residents. Her behaviour reflected this new 

influence. She refused to go to school, and when she did, was sent home due to her 

refusal to cooperate. She took no responsibility at home, verbally abused her mother, and 

brought her new fnends into the home against her mother's wishes, threatening the 

family's security with the landlord 

My need to restabilize the systems was once again paramount due not only to the 

nature of the extemal forces at work here, but to the fact that 1 was in the termination 

process with the family and had hoped to lay the groundwork for a their smooth transition 

out of our therapeutic system. 1 feared that al1 the gains that had been made over the past 

four rnonths would be lost in a matter of a few weeks. 

1 contacted Alice's CFS caseworker to apprise her of these developments. We 

discussed the positive effect a police visit might have on Alice, opportunities for summer 

camp, and the urgent need for a support worker for Ms. C. We acknowledged the 

positive changes that had occurred with Ms. C, Le., her increasing ability to assert herself 

in her role of parent, even though the results of this were not yet measurable. 1 called the 

CGC social worker as part of the termination procedure in order to facilitate his 

recomection with the case in a more instrumental way, building on the knowledge that 

Ms. C had developed a relationship of tnist with him prior to my involvement. 



Although this family was in perpehial crisis, there did appear to be a slight shifi 

towards its ability to reorganize itself. Ms. C had become a more assertive parent and the 

intensity and fiequency of their verbal fights had decreased Therapy had provided them 

with a sense of hope at a very critical period and provided a foundation for the ongoing 

involvement of their other systems in the future. Joining had k e n  successfid. Although 

they expressed gratitude for my involvement and regret at its termination, they graciously 

accepted the closure of our relationship. 

A poignant symbol of Ms. C's personal growth during this p e n d  was her drawing 

my attention to an excerpt fiom a parenting book she had on loan fiom the public library. 

The following passage had struck a chord with her 'W parents tnily love the child and if 

they show it in a way that the child perceives it, they need not worry about how their 

child will tum out ... the child will be resilient enough to bounce back without damage 

because the child feels love, accepted, valued" (Sifford, 1989). The fact that she was 

seeking out this sort of information was an encouragement to me, and the passage itself 

gave the termination a "silver lining". 

F-1 

Whereas the pre-test indicated a large discrepancy between their scores (apart 

from involvement) indicating acute conflict, the pst-test results indicated a considerable 

lessening of this gap (Figure 6). Alice's overall higher scores indicate her more realistic 

perspective of their situation according to Ms. C. An improvernent in Ms. C's perception 

of Role Performance, Control, and Values and Noms is noteworthy, even tbough they 

remain problematic. This is M e r  evidence that Ms. C has become a more authoritative 

parent with a higher perceived sense of control and a better understanding of her place in 

the family, although her ability to parent effectively remains a challenge. Ms. C's clear 

sense of nght and wrong and her unhappiness with Alice's behaviour are reflected in 

Values and Noms. Their perceptions appear to be most consistent in Involvement, again 



reflecting the close nature of their ties with each other. As in the pre-test, the validity of 

the pst-test results can not be empirïcally measured due to the absence of the Social 

Desirability and Defensiveness dimensions in the Dyadic Relationships Scale. 

Client F e e d - b n  

Both Ms. C and Alice indicated they were very satisfied with the help they had 

received, both having experienced some irnprovement as a result of therapy. The biggest 

change that Ms. C had noticed was that she and Nice did not argue and shout as much 

and that Nice respecteci her curfew. What she found most helpful was the opportunity to 

share problems with someone who would listen. She expressed king cornfortable with 

me in many different situations. No indication was given of anythmg not being helpful 

and she stated that she would recomrnend me to others. 

Alice also noted the biggest change k ing  "not so much fighting7' and the most 

helpful being the opportunity to talk about their problems. What was least helpfbi to her 

was "me not being here7' refemng to her absence on three occasions. She 

indicated that she would recomrnend me to others and closed by expressing her gratitude. 

Although this case was difficult in that its problems were multiple and cnsis 

oriented, structural family therapy offered a usefid framework for assessrnent and 

intervention. It took the focus off Nice as the problematic family member and put Ms. C 

in charge. A unilateral approach sirnplified the process conceptually, but I found it 

difficult to adhere to a theoretically clean mode1 considering the complex nature of this 

family within its ecologicai system. A multi-modal approach including psychotherapy 

for both Ms. C and Alice would have given us the oppomuiity to deal more thoroughiy 

with family of ongin, trauma, and abuse issues at an intrapsychic level. Although I 

occasionally invited her to share her penonal history in the few individual sessions I had 

with Ms. C, this was clearly insufficient for these issues to be addressed effectively. 

Despite this limitation, the primary importance of the tnisting relationship that they 



developed with me was centrai to this intervention. They were able to experience 

unconditional positive regard, perhaps for the £kt time. 
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PART THREE: ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION 

CHAPTER SIX 

COMMON THEMES 

Introduction 

Workhg within a variety of family compositions widi their own unique problems 

and contexts required specific intervention strategies to meet their individual goals. 

Despite these dissimilarities across the case studies, comrnon themes were exposed in 

areas relating to the presenting problems as well as in the process of intervention 

including f d y  composition, famïiy dynamics, assesment approach, and clinical 

methods. 

Co= 

The premise that social context is a powerful organizer or disorganizer of families 

and its individual members is one of the cornerstones of structural family therapy 

(Colapinto, 1991), and was brought to bear on ali ttuee M i e s  presented in this 

practicum report. Although each social context was unique, the salience of their 

respective contexts in the therapeutic process provides the common theme. 

The A and B families were similar at a socio-economic level as well as in their 

ability to avaif themselves of social networks. Even though they were economicaily 

challenged, they considered this a temporary dilemma and had the consistent support of 

family and fiends when needed. Both f m e s  had a sense of cultural identity, 

particularly the A family who also included a fornial religious experience in their social 

context These factors enhanced the families' abitities to support structural change. 



in wntrast to this, the C f q  was stuck at a low socio-economic level and their 

social network was severely Limited and not always supportive. They had no f m  

members on which to rely, and the individuals they needed to depend on in times of crisis 

were either unstable themselves or escalated the tension. Having no co~ec t ion  with a 

famiiy of ongin, the C fiunily couid not identify with specific cultural group noms and 

practices. Although Ms. C did express a religious fhith and tried to foster this in Aiice, 

there was no formal religious involvement. Thek social contes severely curtailed the C 

family's ability to reorgsnize itseif to meet current developmental pressures. 

Legal obligations in both the A and B f d e s  were often crisis inducing and were 

experïenced by the f d e s  as disempowering due to their king ill-infomed on issues of 

process and content, as well as the intimidating nahue of the pmcess itself. Adding to 

this stress was the continued role of ex-spouses as contextual players. 

Domestic violence as a precursor to the f b d y ' s  present context was a similar 

theme in al1 three case studies. Although the violence was in the past, and reflected the 

f d e s '  strength in that they exercised their nght to live fke fiom destructive 

relationships, it continued to shape the way in which the fmdy rnernbers viewed 

themselves. Their experience of violence was reflected in the parental subsystem. Each of 

these parents, having had to defer to their partners in the pst, lacked ~e~confidence in 

exerting their parental role. Past violence was also reflected in the sibling subsystem. 

Children in ai l  three families, to a greater or lesser degree, exhibited behavioural 

problems. Domestic violence, even though it was no longer the presenting problem, 

shaped their contemporary context and impeded theu ability to reorganize themselves. 

As a theoretical model, sûuctinal family therapy could not address this issue at an 

intrapsychic level. In order to adequately understand these situations and to intervene 

effectively, 1 had to draw on knowledge relating specificaily to the impact of domestic 

abuse. It was occasionally dificuit for me to understand how I could intervene with 



indivïduals at an intrapsychic level while shultaneously working to strucairally 

reorganize the M y  system. 

All three cases midies involved single parents. Two of these were fathers who 

reported spousal and child abuse having been perpettated by their former partners. The 

male-headed, single-parent famüy composition thus emerged as a sub-theme. Mr. A had 

been his children's primary caregiver and had been given sole custody when his youngest 

was still an infant Mr. B, the father of three children fbm three separate relationships, 

was the custodial parent for each one. What differentiated these cases of female 

perpetrated violence h m  that of Ms. C who had been abused by an alcoholic husband, 

was the fathers' discornfort in recognizing themselves as having k e n  victims at the han& 

of their wives. While Ms. C was very open to discuss her history of abuse, Mr. A and 

Mr. B were not. Ln the case of Mr. A, it was his fiancée, Ms. N, who volunteered the 

idormation. Similarly, Mr. B mereh alludeci to h i .  ex-wife's problematic behaviour 

towards him but resisted exploring how it may have affecteci him. His acceptance of a 

referral to a support group for abused men iilustrated movernent in his ability to accept 

the fact that he had been a victim in a cycle of violence nom which he now wanted to 

break fkee. 

What makes this theme particularly noteworthy is the apparent gender-specific 

rote reversal of domestic violence as it is found in the literature. Ferninists have brought 

the subject of violence in the family to the fore with a focus on the abuse of male power 

in marriage and family (Goodrich, 1991), yet the farnily's narrative of power abuse and 

violence appears to be incomplete. A considerable gap in the literature wili exist mtil 

men like Mr. A and Mr. B add their voices, and M e r  research is conducted on female 

perpeeated f d y  violence, and the complicated interplay between politics, gender, 

power, personal history, and socialization that keep inequity in place for some men as 

well as women. 



I3mdsus 

Power is one of the theoretical constnicts of the structurai model and as such 

piays an integrai role in ail f-lies. A theme which developed in these case studies, 

however, was the difnculty in assessing what became a complex dynamic despite its 

relatively simple conceptuaiization. Power was also played out differendy in various 

subsystems. It was easier to d e h e  and restructure in the hiexarchicai parent-child 

subsystems of the B and C families than within the egalitarian executive subsystern of the 

A fârnily. 

Parenting is an act of unilaterally empowering one's children, and to do so 

effectively requires power. To shift the irnbalance of power in the B and C families fkom 

the children to the parents was a conceptuaily uncomplicated goal. Structural techniques 

such as dying with the parent and clarifjhg intergenerational boundaries assisted the 

family in reorganizing the power hierarchy. The families' contexts, however, either 

enhanced this process (B farnily) or hindered this process (C f b l y ) ,  and these 

differences were reflected in the outcome measures. 

I found that the concept of power in a non-hierarchical couple relationship is 

exceedingly more complex. In a well-fùnctioning marital relationship, empowering is a 

mutual process of interaction that enhances the personal power for each individual. This 

ideal can be difficult to achieve in a couple relationship that is stuck in a power struggle, 

as was the case in the A Family. If power is the relative influence each individual has on 

the other, it does not foilow that one c m  determine who has more power because power 

can shift depending on the situation. For example, even though Ms. N exerted significant 

power in the relationship with Mt. A in her performance of organintional tasks and in her 

role as spokespemn, Mr. A exercïsed his power by "staying the course" and resisting to 

follow through on her initiatives or her directives. Assessing the power construct in this 

couple was, therefore, not ody difficult but ongoing due to its constant fluctuation. 1 was 

uncertain whether they were equally powemil as individuals, whether they needed to 



achieve a shift in a power imbalance, or whether a shift towards a different type of power 

was necessary. The Wer would require them to give up the type of power which relies 

on the dkempowering of the other and embrace the power which allows for the 

empowering of the other. For a couple attempting an egalitarian relationship, this is a 

change of belief in addition to a shift in organhtionai structure. A change in one's belief 

re~uires a degree of insight, a concept which is theoreticdy inconsistent with the 

structural model. In addition to this theoretid overlap, 1 was uncertain whether insight 

wouid follow h m  a behaviod restmcturing of the couple system. 

Noteworthy, however, was that the couple's mistance to change was, in fact, 

directly chdenged through crisis induction using the unbalancing technique which 

empowered Mr. A to challenge Ms. N assertively rather than passively, and elicited Ms. 

N's expression of vulnerability. This would suggest that there was in fact a power 

imbalance of sorts. For a couple as stuck as this one was in a struggle over power, insight 

alone would not have triggered a change in the power dynamic. The system did indeed 

require a reorganizational shift as a prerequisite to attitude change. 

The connection between power, powerlessness, and human relationships reaches 

beyond the individuah' personal qualities and resources to include their social contexts 

and the macro level factors that give shape to these larger ecological systems. When a 

good fit exists between a family and its environment, the family feels empowered to rnake 

choices that enable its members to reach individual and group goals. A poor fit exists, 

however, when dominant ideologies inherent in social, economic, and political structures 

create power blocks which limit an individual's choice of alternative solutions (Compton 

and Galaway, 1989). A paradox &es in that the powerlessness that is created by these 

structures undermines the very skills necessary for coping with the problems they create 

(Pinderhughes, 1983). 

The A family, despite its problematic pasf is supported by its good environmental 

fit. Mr. A is exempt h m  power blocks related to race and gender. He is securely 



employed, and enjoys the privilege of strivhg for an even higher level of education and a 

higher income bracket Ms. N's primary power block is a lack of job security, despite her 

educationai credentials. If the job market improves, she is weli sihüited to be successnil. 

Even though socio-economic prospects are good for this famiy, their ability to cope with 

developrnental stressors will be compromised by economic collsfraints in the short term. 

Like the A family, the B f d y  also enjoys the privileges associated with 

membership in mainStream culture. Mr. B feels empowered by his ability to eam a good 

income in a male-dominated profession and has the option of king  successfidiy 

selfsmployed. His current economic coflstraints are linked to his separation fiom his 

wife. Mr. B and his children were accustomed to a Mestyle that requires a dual farnily 

income. These material conditions, combined with his adherence to the societal notion of 

the nuclear family being the ideal f d y ,  kept Mr. B and his children in an abusive home 

for many years. Although he is now conftonted with the economic challenges of 

single-parenthood and the legal bills that accompany the transition, Mr. B's good fit with 

his environment protects him against the power blocks associated with race, gender, or 

social class, and empowers him to make good choices for his fmily's future. 

The C family, like the B family, is feeling the economic coLlStraints of adjusting to 

one income. What differentiates the C family is their low social status. Whereas the A 

and B families enjoy the self-worth and the decent standard of living associated with their 

higher paying jobs (rightly or wcongly), Ms. C suffers the personai indignity and 

economic consequences of a low-wage, low-status job. Her economic status in a society 

which emphasizes materiai success is accompanied by unequal opportunity structures, 

rendering her powerless in coping with the consequences. 

Being uneducated, Ms. C has resorted to domestic work-female work that is 

undervalueci and underpaid. She was economically dependent on her domineering partner 

until she chose to leave him, and is now wanting to succeed on her own while 

simultaneously king denied the means to do so. The C family's intemal power structure 



is, therefore, affected by systemic power blocks associated with gender politics and 

socioeconomics. Solutions to their personai problems are severely Limitecl as a result. 

Fort~ately, the C family does not have to contend with the added systemic prejudice or 
. . *  

dsmmat ion  often experienced by racial minorities. - 
Subsystem work is based on the systemic assumption that changes in the 

subsystem will trigger a reorganhtion of the larger system. The stnrctud technique of 

working with one individual or dyad fkom within the family proved to be an essential and 

effective ingredient of al1 three cases, some by design and some not. Where empowering 

the parent was a goal as in the case of the B ami C families, working with them 

individually allowed me to encourage and support them in a way that was not possible 

through enactment alone. The premise was that in order to be a selfconfident parent, the 

parent mut  first be a self-confident individuai. This type of intervention was deliberate 

with Mr. B, whereas in the case of the C fmily, whose therapy was restncted to home 

visits, the opportunity for individual sessions was accornmodated when Aiice chose to 

forego a therapy session in favour of another activity with her peers (on three different 

occasions), or when she asked for her rnother's permission to leave the session a little 

early. In both cases, the parents gained considerable confidence in king able to discuss 

certain issues that would have been inappropriate in the presence of their children. 

With the A family couple, subsystem work with Mr. A was initially the result of 

Ms. N's unavailability due to geographic distance, but a successfül joining with Mr. A 

was, in ~trospect, a necessary step in a successfûl joiniiig with Ms. N later on, when 

taking into account the power imbalance that existed. A strategic scheduling of an 

individual session with Ms. N M e r  on in therapy, aiiowed us to explore her family of 

origin and helped het recognize how her dysfunctiond famiy history with an alcohoiic 

father was influencing her need for control and her discomfoa with disorder. She was 



able to see herself h m  a different perspective which, in tum, allowed her to "let go" of 

the l e s  important issues. 

Although home visits were not an element of therapy I anticipated when designing 

this practicum, they became a standard feature with three out of the six families (al1 three 

cases desaibed in this report). The A family required week-end sessions which could w t  

be accommodateci by EHCC, the B fim.ily had an adolescent who was resistant to office 

sessions, and the C family requested home visits as a necessary part of therapy due to 

environmentai constraîuts. In ail three cases it was my choice whether or not to 

accommodate my clients, and in retroqmt, believe 1 chose well, not just h m  the client's 

perspective but also fiom an educational perspective. 

Home visits are an accepteci treatment strategy in family therapy, particularly in 

high-ri& chaotic families (L'Abate et al., 1986; Kaplan & Girard, 1994). In my 

experience, home visits also enhanced the ongoing assessrnent process in that situations 

arose in the families' naîural settings (as with social networks) that would not have been 

visible in the office. The technique of enactment became not so much a technique as the 

playing out of authentic interactions. Home visits also facilitated a tmly client-centered 

approach to therapy by allowing the client to be host and to give a measure of direction in 

therapy. These visits enhanced my ability to job  with these families because 1 could take 

note of and reinforce the positive elements in thek environment such as the cleanlioess 1 

observed in the B and C households. 1 could empathize with hem in difficdt situations 

as they happened, such a s  the day Ms. N's step father was suddenly taken ill. The context 

generaliy allowed for a more niendly interaction which consequently enabled me to "put 

on the heat" when necessary in a direct yet supportive way. 

Observing Mr. A and Ms. N on Saturday afternoon while in fidl fiight of a 

week-end routine with the children, enabled me to see them in action as they negotiated 

parenting tasks (as in ensuring our privacy for the session) and household tasks (role of 



host), and avded me the oppominity to intervene with an immediacy based on what 1 had 

just observed. 

It was helpful for me to see the B M y  ùI context. What 1 saw was a neat and 

clean house despite its iinfinished state of renovation. 1 observed Mr. B negotiate with 

Ken about plans with pers and 1 saw the spontaneous physical affection between Mr. B 

and AM. Home visits allowed for an effective f h l y  meeting including his 

"daughter-in-law" around the kitchen table, and the unexpected inclusion of Mr. B's 

mother at a session in the family's livingroom. 

Unlike the other two cases, Ms. C and her daughter Alice were seen exclusively in 

their home. The benefits of this were similar to those of the others. I saw their affection 

for each other as weil as their heated verbal fights. 1 met Ms. C's "boyfiiend'' on one 

occasion and Alex's bmther on another in the family's natural course of events. The 

advantages of the immediacy of therapy in their home might have, ironically, also been 

disadvantages. Due to the chaotic and unpredictable nature of the settiag at times, a 

certain degree of order which was impossible in the home, might have been better 

established at EHCC. Also, if it hadn't been for the t h e  Limitations of the practicum, the 

family's dependence which may have been fostered through home visits, might have k e n  

more difficult to avoid. When considering therapy for multiple-needs Families such as the 

C family, it may be advisable to include office sessions as part of the contract in order to 

address these concerns, 

"The very idea of f d y  therapy implies conf~dence in the famify as a place for 

healing" (Fishman, 1988, p. 7). Each family member mwt, therefore, be seen as a 

resource to facilitate that heaiing. Miouchin's hdarnentai message to his clients was 

that they were more complex than they reaiized (Minuchin & Nichols, 1993), implying 

the therapist's d e  of empowexment was a search for cornpetence. 



People are generally more motivated to change when their strengths are supported 

(Kaplan & Girard, 1994)- thus the search for cornpetence became the underlying feature 

of my work with families. They typically started therapy feeling defeated and at a loss 

for a sense of hope. A lesson I quickly learned as a therapist was that in spite of the 

many problems my clients faced, their competencies were ovenhadowed by their 

problems. The clients often understated their strengths or took them for granted. At 

other times, they required help in discovering what their competencies were in order for 

me to reuiforce them. Each family gave some evidence of how this process enhanced 

their ability to cope in a difficult situation and to effect change within their family as 

autonomous individuals. 

Mr. A, whose history of having been psychologically abused by his first wife had 

affected his self-perception, was able to see his pst  accomplishments as a single father 

of small children in a new light, which, in turn, empowered him to be more assertive with 

Ms. N. Ms. N's competencies as an organizer were reinforced in order to give her the 

confidence to ''let go" when necessary. 

Mr. B, whose victimization in a cycle of abuse nom his previous partner had 

rendered him powerless, felt validated when his ability to leave a dysfunctional 

relationshp was refnimed as an act of courage. He was able to rediscover his 

competencies as an autonomous individual and as an effective parent. His children were 

more than willing to hear themselves king described as normal and competent after 

seven years of negative and conflicting messages from their mother and step-mother. 

Ms. C, who had never been admired or validated as a child, and had experienced 

psychologicai abuse from two alcoholic partners, was a willing recipient of positive 

messages. Despite her particularly difficult context, her degree of insight, her social 

graces, her system of values, and her ability to organize her family in a crisis never 

ceased to amaze me. By helping her recognize these behaviours as competencies, she 

was able to rediscover new aspects of herself an4 as a consequence, take on a more 



assertive parental role with Alice. My ernphasizing Alice's ability to be creative, and to 

be a kind and caring person, made her receptive to supportive confirontation when her 

behaviours were unacceptable. 

e Use of Self in 

The use of self in therapy is emphasized repeatedly in the literature. "The cntical 

component of treatment is not a pariicular approach or technique; it is the creation of a 

trusting relationship between worker and family" (Kaplan & Girard, 1994, p. 58). 

'Together with knowledge and skill, mastery of therapy depends upon the therapist's 

mastery of self" (Aponte, 1982, p. 46). "It is the therapist's behaviour, rather than the 

intrinsic efficacy of techniques or prescriptions or the appropriateness of interpretations 

that heips families change" (Colapinto, 199 1, p. 435). As much as the use of one's self 

cm be technical, it is a natural process of human interchange. It is this very process of 

using one's self as an instrument of change that is of pnmary importance to therapeutic 

outcome, yet ironically, it is also a somewhat abstract component of therapy. 

My use of self was evident in creating an atmosphere of trust with my clients. 

Their ability to feel secure and cornfortable depended on my ability to create this type of 

environment, and was accomplished most effectively by being empathic and 

spontaneous. Although 1 was "myself' with each farnity, difEerent aspects of the self 

were deliberately emphasized as technique. In the A family, my use of self as a neutral 

mediator, and my ability to increase the intensity without losing them in the process, 

played a significant role in their ability to reach an understanding. In the B family, my 

use of self as a fnendly, sometimes humorous player, helped ease the tension and made 

them receptive to change. The C family relied on my ability to be flexible in that an 

element of surprise awaited me every week. 1 needed to tolerate considerably intense 

interactions at times, knowing that an inability to do so wouid weaken their t m t  in me as 

a helper. 



Although 1 attempted to adhere to the unilateral approach of structural family 

therapy, it was my use of self in combination with specific techniques which rendered my 

interventions unique fiom those of other structurai therapists. 



CHAPTIER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION 

At the conclusion of this practicum I would agree with Figley and Nelson (1990) 

that structural fw therapy is the mode1 of choice for a therapist in training due to its 

"relative simplicity, concreteness, and directness" (p. 226). My learning goals were met 

as a result of this sound and wehstablished theoreticai base in combination with several 

other important factors, these king an ideal learning environment at the Elitabeth Hill 

Counselling Centre, a suitable number of cases, consistent and skilled supervision, and a 

supportive and laiowledgeable cornmittee. 

1 found the structurai notions of famiy fùnctioning conceptuaily clear as defined 

by boundaries, subsystems, hierarchy, and coalitions. 1 was able to apply these theoretical 

constructs and various structural techniques to a number of family configurations 

presenting with problems specifïc to their particula. dynamics. These families included 

three couples and three single-parent families. Identified problems included the effects of 

famiy violence, divorce, remarriage, ineffective parenting, delinquent behaviour, and 

complementarity and power issues in couple relationships. Through subsystem work, 1 

could observe how change in individuals or dyads can trigger an organizational shifi in 

the entire family system. The impact of the client's context on âheir ability to adapt to 

restnicturing became clearly evident The model's deliberate focus on the clients' 

cornpetencies as the building blocks of change proved very useful as 1 tried to avoid the 

pit£'alls of the pathologïzing therapist. 

Despite the model's usefihess, I experienced several limitations in theory and 

practice. The model's lack of an adequate explanation of power and the abuse of power, 

particularly in the context of complementarity in the couple relationship, caused me a 



considerable amount of confiision at the assessrnent and intervention levek. The model's 

description of complementarity would suggest differentiation withm the context of 

equality and ignores the issue of power as a potential problem. My experience with the 

A/N couple was that the dysfûnctional complementarity codd not be chailenged without 

giving consideration to the power imbalance. Another limitation was the model's 

inability to address psychological trauma resulting fiom parental and spousal abuse. 

Structural shifts address relationship issues but cannot address individual dynamics. 

Since dl my clients had been impacted by the trauma of domestic violence, it might have 

been useM to provide them with family therapy in conjunction with individual 

psychotherapy in a fkmework that combines individual psychodynamics with the 

structural mode1 (Meiito, 1988). 

In evaluating the effectiveness of my structural interventions, change in family 

fùnctioning was evidenced in each of the three families presented as case studies in this 

practicum report. Outcome measures included chical  observation, pre- and pst-FAM 

Profiles, and a Client Feedback Form. Although 1 anticipated some resistance fkom 

clients to completing the FAM Profiles at two separate occasions, this was not the case. 

They were willing participants in these written assignments. The questions in the FAM 

were relevant, yet 1 noticed an answer would occasionally faU between the "agree" and 

"disagree" categories, indicating that an answer is somehes  situation-specific rather 

than general. Aside from generating outcome data for the therapist, the measure may have 

been an intemention tool as well. It likely enhanced the clients' ability to evaluate theu 

own situations more clearly at the outset and to recognize any changes they may have 

experienced a few months later. A drawback of the Dyadic Relationships Scale (unlike 

the General Scale) was the absence of the Social Desirability and Defensiveness 

dimensions which measure the profile's validity . 
The Client Feedback Fom provided for qualitative and quantitative evaluation, 

giving clients a f& amount of latitude in their choice of answer and accommodating 



varying degrees of written competency. It must be taken into account, however, that the 

objectivity of their feedback may Likely have been compromised to a degree as a result of 
. . having admmstered it rnyseK 

1 began to dwelop clinical skilis as a family therapist but mon came to understand 

that my work syrnbolized the beginning of leaming rather than a completion of a 

practicum. 1 came to recognize the central position the chician holds in the therapeutic 

relationship, and that if my goal is to apply the "widest possible use of self' (Minuchin & 

Fishman, 198 1 ), this might weii require a Metirne of leaming. 
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Appenduc A 

CLIENT FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: 

Your opinion about the senice your family received at the Elizabeth Hill Counselling 
Centre is important. It helps the agency and the therapist provide the best possible 
senrice to families in the m e .  

Please circle the answer that best describes your opinion, and comment in the space 
provided 

1. How satisfied are you with the help your therapist gave you? 

very 
dissatisfied dissatisfied satisfied 

2. Did your family's situation improve as a result of therapy? 

very much some very little 
improvement improvement improvement 

VerY 
satisfied 

3. What, if any, is the biggest change you bave noticed in your farnily? 

no 
improvement 

4. What in therapy was rnost helpful to you? 

5. What in therapy was the least helpfid to you? 

6. If your fiends had problems, would you recommend your therapist to them? 

Yes No 



7. Do you have any additional comments about the help you received or suggestions for 
the therapist? (Use the reverse if necessary) 
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